Immigration Detention and Alternatives to Detention in the Asia-Pacific Region

Annex: Country Profiles
HONG KONG SAR, CHINA
Basic Demographics

Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, China is considered a country of destination for migrant workers, refugees, and people seeking asylum. Hong Kong SAR hosts more than 340,000 domestic workers from the Philippines, Indonesia, Thailand, Sri Lanka and Nepal, and relies heavily on their labour.² Hong Kong SAR allows those seeking international protection (in Hong Kong SAR’s context, this includes torture survivors and people seeking asylum) in their territory to make a non-refoulement claim through the Unified Screening Mechanism (USM). According to statistics on non-refoulement claims provided by the Immigration Department of Hong Kong SAR, approximately 38,500 claims were made between 2005 and 2021.²

As of 31 December 2021, there were 741 outstanding non-refoulement claimants, of which 45 were children. Between the commencement of the ‘enhanced administrative mechanism’ in late 2009 until December 2021, determinations have been made in 25,208 torture/non-refoulement claims, among which 281 were substantiated. The substantiation rate remains at about 1%. There were 741 outstanding non-refoulement claims at the end of 2021 in which 61% of claimants came from two countries, namely Indonesia and Vietnam. Among 281 substantiated claims between 2009 and 2021, Yemeni, Pakistani, Rwandan, Somali and Sri Lankan accounted for half of the cases.³

In 2019, the immigration authorities apprehended 859 migrants with irregular status in Hong Kong SAR. Almost 60% of this population were Vietnamese.⁴

Who is at Risk of Immigration Detention?

As set forth in Hong Kong SAR’s Immigration Ordinance, immigration authorities can detain anyone who has breached, or is suspected to have breached, immigration laws. This can include people seeking asylum, and any other migrants with irregular status. Hong Kong SAR has not ratified the 1951 Refugee Convention, and therefore the government maintains the position that those seeking asylum are “illegal immigrants.”⁵ While the government’s 2018 Action Plan on Trafficking in Persons provides for immunity from prosecution for trafficking survivors,⁶ they may still be detained for immigration offences committed during the trafficking process if not officially recognised as trafficking survivors. Only three out of 6,912 screened individuals were recognised as trafficking survivors in 2020.⁷

Failure to produce proof of identity, presenting false information or forged travel documents, unlawful entry into Hong Kong SAR, overstaying an entry permit, breach of conditions of stay, and
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unauthorised employment are considered criminal offences under the Immigration Ordinance and those found guilty of these offences could serve a criminal sentence in the prison.\(^8\) The Immigration Department can detain a person in an immigration detention facility for various reasons, including to facilitate a deportation order, to establish a person’s identity or the basis of their non-refoulement claim, and in cases where the immigration authorities have reason to believe that the person will not comply with bail conditions.\(^9\)

**Who is Detained in Practice?**

Refugees, people seeking asylum and migrant workers are vulnerable to detention as they are more likely to breach immigration laws due to their precarious social and economic situations. People seeking asylum in particular are more vulnerable to be detained as the law does not allow them to lodge their non-refoulement claims until they overstay their visa;\(^10\) this is in turn an immigration offence, for which they are subjected to removal.\(^11\) Migrant children are detained at Tuen Mun Children and Juvenile Home (TMCJH) run by the Social Welfare Department.\(^12\) There were three migrant children detained at TMCJH at the end of 2020.\(^13\) While the Immigration Department’s Detention Policy specifies categories of people in vulnerable situations who should not be detained,\(^14\) it is unclear to what extent this is implemented in practice. Details related to the vulnerability screening process or tools are not publicly available.

**Immigration Detention Infrastructure**

Hong Kong SAR has three main immigration detention facilities, namely, Castle Peak Bay Immigration Centre (CIC), Ma Tau Kok Detention Centre (MTKDC) and Tai Tam Gap Correctional Institution (TTGCI). TTGCI is only a recent addition to this list as it was recommissioned as an immigration detention facility from May 2021, though it is still operated by the Correctional Services Department under the Prison Rules as opposed to relevant legislation for the treatment of people detained for migration-related reasons.\(^15\) TTGCI is also the city’s first “smart prison”, with a number of human rights concerns raised in the treatment of detained persons since its opening.\(^16\) CIC and TTGCI are typically used for holding people in long-term detention, or people issued with removal or deportation orders while the MTKDC is often used for short term transfers. Additionally, there are several other types of facilities that are used to detain people for migration-related purposes in Hong Kong SAR. This includes over 100 locations at prisons, police stations, detention rooms at the ports of entry and other border control points as well as some custodial wards of hospitals.\(^17\)
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Once a removal or deportation order is issued to an individual, they can be detained on an on-going basis either at CIC or TTGCI. A person who has applied for protection from refoulement through the USM and is awaiting a decision can also be detained with no given time limit on detention.\textsuperscript{18} Amendments in 2021 to the Immigration Ordinance have made it easier for immigration authorities to detain people seeking asylum for a lengthy period of time,\textsuperscript{19} as the amended Immigration Ordinance adds various administrative factors as justifiable grounds for detention.\textsuperscript{20} Detention decisions are subjected to regular review by two security agencies, the Security Bureau and the Immigration Department.\textsuperscript{21} However, judicial review of detention is not required.

Latest data shows that there were 271 detained persons in CIC as of July 2021, 43 at MTKDC as of December 2020, and 67 at TTGC as of September 2021.\textsuperscript{22} The number of people detained for migration-related reasons in other types of facility is unknown. Government-appointed Justices of the Peace visit CIC and MTKDC regularly to monitor conditions, and detained persons can file complaints with them. However, it is not guaranteed that the complaint will be kept confidential.\textsuperscript{23} Between 2013 and 2020, Justices of the Peace have made approximately 20 visits to CIC and four visits to MTKDC each year.\textsuperscript{24}

While statistics related to immigration detention are partially available in the Immigration Department’s annual reports, the government does not otherwise regularly and proactively make immigration detention statistics publicly available. Often data related to persons in immigration detention are only obtainable through official information requests.\textsuperscript{25} The annual report is typically published one to two years after the said year, which adds to the difficulty of obtaining up-to-date immigration detention statistics.\textsuperscript{26}

\textbf{Alternatives to Immigration Detention}

The Immigration Department’s Detention Policy (“Policy on Exercise of Detention Powers Conferred by Section 32 of the Immigration Ordinance (Cap. 115)”) which has been in place since October 2008 provides for the non-detention of certain persons in vulnerable situations. This includes pregnant woman with no clear prospect of imminent removal, a person under the age of 18, an elderly person requiring close supervision or medical care, a person with a serious medical or mental-health condition, a person who is physically disabled requiring constant nursing care, or where there is satisfactory evidence that a person has been tortured.\textsuperscript{27} However, the Immigration
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Department may still detain anyone in these categories as there is not a strong screening mechanism in place.  

Hong Kong SAR’s Immigration Ordinance Section 36 (“Recognisance as alternative to detention”) specifically provides for ATD. It states that those detained under relevant sections within the Ordinance can be released by entering into recognisance. Conditions of a recognisance could include regular reporting, sureties, bond or designated residence. When determining whether to detain someone or release them on recognisance, police and immigration officials consider a range of factors, including whether: (1) releasing that person would create a public safety risk, (2) they are likely to abscond, (3) they have a close connection to or fixed place of residence in Hong Kong, and (4) their identity has been satisfactorily established. For a person due to be removed from Hong Kong, the authorities would additionally consider (5) whether removal can be carried out within a reasonable length of time. Most detained persons released on recognisance are non-refoulement claimants, however there are cases of recognisance being approved for migrants with irregular status other than non-refoulement claimants. There are no publicly available data on the number of recognisance holders.

The USM itself does not prevent all instances of immigration detention; while non-refoulement applicants can still be detained as overstayers under the Immigration Ordinance upon application. They can also be released on recognisance and referred to an ATD programme funded by the government and implemented by an NGO, the International Social Service Hong Kong (ISS-HK).

**Access to Rights and Services**

Non-refoulement claimants are provided with case management and humanitarian assistance from the government-funded programme implemented by ISS-HK, including housing, transport allowance and food. However, non-refoulement claimants have no right to work in Hong Kong SAR and the level of assistance is reportedly inadequate for protection claimants to enjoy an adequate standard of living. For example, the stipend given to non-refoulement claimants under the humanitarian assistance programme is very restrictive as it is mostly provided directly to the service providers or as a form of voucher and the amount has not increased for years. In February 2022, amidst the fifth wave of Covid-19 outbreak, ISS-HK adjusted its relevant service delivery and moved most service provision online. Such changes, coupled with panic buying/stockpiling at supermarkets, left refugees and non-refoulement claimants in dire humanitarian situations.
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There is no specific law or policy providing for access to healthcare for non-refoulement claimants, but they can apply for medical waivers through the Social Welfare Department (SWD). For emergency treatment, post-application for the medical waiver is possible whereas for non-emergency medical treatment the waiver needs to be obtained at SWD prior to the hospital appointment.\textsuperscript{35}

The claimants also have access to free legal representation from a panel of duty lawyers, as well as interpretation and translation assistance. However legal representation becomes discretionary from the appellate stage, and it is then the duty lawyer’s decision to continue the representation.\textsuperscript{36}

The children of non-refoulement claimants can apply for admission to primary or secondary schools in Hong Kong SAR. It is in the Education Bureau’s discretion to accept or reject the application.\textsuperscript{37}

\textbf{Developments during COVID-19}

There has been no release of people from immigration detention due to COVID-19 in Hong Kong SAR. No moratorium on detention was observed. COVID-19 spikes in Hong Kong SAR have increased isolation for persons in immigration detention as detention visits by family and friends were suspended on multiple occasions and as recently as February 2022.\textsuperscript{38}

The Government announced in May 2021 that COVID-19 vaccinations would be provided to non-refoulement claimants and refugees recognised by UNHCR Hong Kong SAR.\textsuperscript{39}
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There is no specific law or policy providing for access to healthcare for non-refoulement claimants, but they can apply for medical waivers through the Social Welfare Department (SWD). For emergency treatment, post-application for the medical waiver is possible whereas for non-emergency medical treatment the waiver needs to be obtained at SWD prior to the hospital appointment.

The claimants also have access to free legal representation from a panel of duty lawyers, as well as interpretation and translation assistance. However, legal representation becomes discretionary from the appellate stage, and it is then the duty lawyer's decision to continue the representation.

The children of non-refoulement claimants can apply for admission to primary or secondary schools in Hong Kong SAR. It is in the Education Bureau's discretion to accept or reject the application.

Developments during COVID-19

There has been no release of people from immigration detention due to COVID-19 in Hong Kong SAR. No moratorium on detention was observed. COVID-19 spikes in Hong Kong SAR have increased isolation for persons in immigration detention as detention visits by family and friends were suspended on multiple occasions and as recently as February 2022.

The Government announced in May 2021 that COVID-19 vaccinations would be provided to non-refoulement claimants and refugees recognised by UNHCR Hong Kong SAR.
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Basic Demographics

As of end 2020, there were approximately 25,800 refugees, people seeking asylum and stateless people in Japan. Only around 5.4% of this population held refugee or humanitarian protection status. Refugees and people seeking asylum came from more than 60 countries, with Turkey, Myanmar, Nepal and Cambodia accounting for the largest numbers.

As of January 2022, there were an estimated 66,759 migrants with irregular status residing in Japan. Approximately 60% of this population were male and the rest were female. The majority of migrants with irregular status originate from South Korea, Thailand, China, Vietnam and the Philippines.

Who is at Risk of Immigration Detention?

As set forth in Japan’s Immigration Control and Refugee Recognition Act (ICRRA), if an immigration control officer has reasonable grounds to believe that a foreign national satisfies any of the grounds for deportation, including lack of valid passport and permission for landing, the officer can order the detention of the foreign national with a written detention order (Article 39). Further, foreign nationals issued with deportation orders can be subject to detention until their deportation becomes possible (Article 52(6)). There is no legal provision that prohibits the immigration detention of children; however, the immigration authority appears to refrain from detaining children in practice.

Who is Detained in Practice?

While the law allows the immigration officers to make detention decisions at their discretion, the Immigration Services Agency (ISA) in practice applies the principle of “Zenken-Shuyo Shugi” (“detention of all violators,” i.e., detention as a default measure). This means all foreigners facing deportation can be detained in practice, with provisional release being an exceptional measure.

Japan is one of the few Asian countries that has ratified the 1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees and its 1967 Protocol. However, people seeking asylum are often detained at points of entry as well as during refugee status determination (RSD) procedures. If a foreigner requests asylum at a port of entry, they may be detained at “landing prevention/departure waiting” facilities in the vicinity of the port of entry while waiting for Landing Permission for Temporary Refuge to be obtained.
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People seeking asylum are also detained in the immigration detention centres. In June 2019, among 1,253 individuals detained in immigration detention centres across Japan, 434 were people in the RSD procedure.

Although children legally can be subjected to administrative detention, they are generally not detained in practice, but their parents can be detained regardless. Children who are separated from their parents or guardians are typically referred to child welfare facilities. However, there are reported cases of young children being held with their mothers in a detention facility. The number of children in detention has been extremely low in recent years; in 2019, 2017 and 2015, there was a record of only one child being detained in immigration detention facilities in each year.

Immigration Detention Infrastructure

As of 2022, there are 17 immigration detention facilities in Japan, out of which two are long-term immigration detention centres. In addition to these detention facilities, there are “departure preparation” facilities in airports. The period of detention is limited to a maximum of 60 days under a detention order (ICRRA Article 41). However, once a deportation order is issued, this time limit no longer applies, and the person can be detained until the deportation becomes possible (ICRRA Article 52-5). This has been the main cause of indefinite and long-term detention in Japan.

There were 141 people remaining in immigration detention facilities as of September 2021. This number is a result of continued provisional release of detained persons as a part of COVID-19 prevention measures in detention facilities. Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, in June 2019, there were 1,253 detained persons across six major immigration detention facilities in Japan, out of which 679 (54%) were detained for more than six months. The majority of long-term persons in detention were male (88% or 599). There was one child detained in the East Japan Immigration Centre in that month and 12 detained persons over the age of 60. A total of 434 persons in detention were in the process of seeking asylum or have applied for asylum while in detention. In terms of nationality, Iranian and Sri Lankan nationals accounted for the largest numbers in detention, at 86 and 77 respectively.
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Alternatives to Detention

ICRRA provides four alternative measures that can be applied in lieu of detention.

1. People seeking asylum who are granted Landing Permission for Temporary Refuge at the port of entry are allowed to reside in the community with some restrictions.63
2. When a foreign national without a status of residence applies for refugee status, the Minister of Justice may issue a Permission for Provisional Stay with restrictions and an obligation to comply with summons.64 The restrictions can be imposed on a place of residence, area of movement and any designated activities. Provisional stay permits are typically given to children and their mothers while fathers are often still detained.65
3. Those who are already in detention can apply for provisional release, in accordance with Article 54 of ICRRA. The decision for granting provisional release is made by the director of the immigration detention facility or a supervising immigration inspector. The detained person is required to pay a surety not exceeding three million yen and provide a letter of guarantee submitted by a person other than the detained person.
4. Finally, those who have agreed to a prompt voluntary return to their home country and have been issued with a Departure Order instead of a Deportation Order, will not be detained.66

Other than what ICRRA provides, the Ministry of Justice refers a limited number of people seeking asylum to an ATD programme run by Forum for Refugees Japan (FRJ), a network of NGOs supporting refugees and people seeking asylum. FRJ entered into a Memorandum of Understanding with the Ministry of Justice and the Japan Federation of Bar Associations (JFBA) in 2012 to pilot an ATD programme for people seeking asylum entering Japan via designated airports. Under this programme, the Ministry of Justice can refer people seeking asylum, who are likely to be subjected to one of the alternative measures, to FRJ instead of sending them to detention facilities. FRJ then provides emergency shelter, identifies suitable accommodation, provides case management support, and facilitates further referral for legal assistance and other services. People seeking asylum already in detention facilities can also be referred to FRJ if they have sought asylum at the airport and have been given permission for provisional release by the Ministry of Justice.

This pilot ATD programme has shown that early intervention with case management support makes a significantly positive difference to participants’ wellbeing, addresses their specific needs, and supports them to productively engage in asylum and migration processes. This has in turn led to better compliance and improved and timely case resolution.67 This programme ended its pilot period in 2014 and has since been formally implemented. However, the funding needs for the programme were never met by the government and the number of cases referred by the Ministry of Justice over the years has remained minimal. Only 42 people entered this programme between 2011 and 2020.68 The referral criteria used by the Ministry of Justice when referring an individual
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to the programme is also reportedly very restrictive; it appears that the immigration authorities would most likely refer people seeking asylum to the ATD programme, who would be released regardless. This would mean that the availability of the ATD option does not work as a leverage in considering the release of a person seeking asylum.

**Access to Rights and Services**

A limited number of people seeking asylum have access to basic rights and services through NGOs working to support refugees arriving in Japan. For those who enter the ATD programme, FRJ identifies initial accommodation and appoints a case manager. FRJ also provides assistance such as psychological counselling and secures access to financial support, education and medical care. The JFBA provides legal assistance to some people seeking asylum.69

Those who are granted provisional release but have no access to an NGO and other types of support are left in extremely difficult living conditions. They are unable to secure basic means of living, with no access to healthcare and housing support and are at risk of destitution. People seeking asylum who are destitute may receive financial support from the government during the asylum process, but the number of recipients has been limited70 due to the strict criteria71 and budget constraints.

As for legal representation, while JFBA and Japan Legal Support Centre provide legal assistance to some people seeking asylum as well as to migrants with irregular status,72 there is no other government-funded legal assistance available for migrants with irregular status and access to a pro bono lawyer is extremely limited. Due to the limited availability of bilingual lawyers, detained persons also face language barriers to access to legal services.73

**Developments during COVID-19**

Starting in early 2020, following the release by the Ministry of Justice of an official guideline to address the risk of COVID-19 outbreaks in immigration detention, the Immigration Services Agency has been encouraged to release detained people via provisional release.74 At the end of 2019, there were 1,054 people detained in immigration detention facilities; this number decreased to 346 by the end of December 2020, and to 141 by September 2021.75 3,013 people detained in immigration detention were granted provisional release in 2020. This was more than a 300% increase from 2019.76 People released were not, however, provided with any assistance to enable them to reside
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safely and securely in the community. No financial support was provided while those on provisional release have no right to work.\textsuperscript{77}

The Japanese government has made the COVID-19 vaccine available for everyone residing in Japan, regardless of their legal status. In April 2021, in coordination with the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare, the Immigration Services Agency issued an administrative guideline to all detention centres to facilitate the provision of COVID-19 vaccines to detained persons.\textsuperscript{78} The Immigration Services Agency also released a flyer to support foreign residents’ access to the vaccination, stating that those under deportation orders are also eligible for vaccination.\textsuperscript{79}
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REPUBLIC OF KOREA
Basic Demographics

There were 3,595 refugees (including humanitarian status holders) and 11,374 people seeking asylum in the Republic of Korea as of February 2022. This number does not include North Korean defectors. South Korea received approximately 74,000 asylum applications between 1994 and February 2022. Among 42,330 applications that have completed refugee status determination, 2.8% or 1,180 have been granted refugee status, 5.7% or 2,415 with humanitarian status, while 91.5% have been rejected. The largest numbers of people seeking asylum came from Russia, Kazakhstan, China, Malaysia and India between 2017 to 2020, while those recognised as refugees were from Myanmar, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Ethiopia and the Democratic Republic of the Congo during the same period. The majority of humanitarian status holders were from Syria and Yemen.

According to the Ministry of Justice, there were 391,387 migrants with irregular status residing in South Korea as of February 2022. In 2020, more than 70% of the irregular population came from three countries, namely Thailand, Vietnam and China. As of August 2020, there were 8,466 children with irregular status, though this number does not capture a number of children born in South Korea from parents who are migrants with irregular status as they are not included in the immigration statistics.

Who is at Risk of Immigration Detention?

As set forth in the Immigration Act, all non-citizens who violate conditions of entry, stay and exit can be subjected to deportation in South Korea; anyone who is suspected of violating these conditions can be detained. This can include people seeking asylum, migrants with irregular status, trafficking survivors, as well as children.

The Refugee Act also provides grounds for the use of detention as Article 20 allows immigration officers to detain people seeking asylum for up to 10 days, for the purpose of identity verification. Article 6(2) also allows authorities to order asylum applicants at ports of entry to wait for up to seven days for their application referral result within a designated location in the airport.

There are no specific provisions under the Immigration Act nor Refugee Act that prohibit the detention of children or any other people in vulnerable situations.
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Who is Detained in Practice?

The Republic of Korea has ratified the 1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees and its 1967 Protocol and is the first Asian country with a stand-alone refugee law. Despite this, people seeking asylum arriving in South Korea are often detained. Those who express the intention to apply for asylum at ports of entry can be held at the transit zone of airports while waiting to hear if their case is eligible to be referred to a formal Refugee Status Determination (RSD) procedure. A large number of applications receive non-referral decisions at this stage and applicants are then detained in the deportation waiting room. Between 2017 and 2020, there were 948 applications at ports of entry, and 635 applicants (i.e., 67% of total applications) had received non-referral decisions.

There have also been a number of media reports of people seeking asylum, including families with children and pregnant women, being forced to stay in transit zones without being referred to the RSD procedure. There are no comprehensive statistics released by Ministry of Justice on the number of people seeking asylum staying or de-facto detained in the transit areas of airports, but according to the Korean Bar Association, there were 74 people staying in the transit zone of Incheon International Airport in January 2019.

There have been cases of people seeking asylum in the RSD process who were denied the issuance of a visa and instead received a departure order. This is the case if the person seeking asylum has overstayed their visa, stayed in Korea for a prolonged period of time before applying for refugee status, or if they re-applied for refugee status without a change in circumstances. The departure order can be deferred until the final RSD decision is made, however if the Ministry of Justice deems that such person seeking asylum is in gross violation of immigration laws – i.e., being undocumented for a prolonged period – it detains the person seeking asylum and keeps her/him in detention while processing the RSD claims.

There are also some reports that a number of humanitarian status holders and recognised refugees are given deportation orders despite their protected status following completion of their criminal sentences, and therefore detained for a prolonged period of time while disputing their deportation orders.
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Although the Justice Ministry’s internal policy is not to detain children in principle and defer their deportation order, children are still detained in practice; between 2016 and 2020, 308 children of ages 14 to 18 were detained at the immigration detention centres.\textsuperscript{94} Children can also end up in immigration detention as a result of their parents being detained: where children are over 14 years of age, parents subject to deportation orders can ‘elect’ to have their children with them in detention where there is no one to take care of the child outside of detention. Similarly, parents with children under the age of three can ‘elect’ for their children to be in detention with them, even if there is a person able to provide care outside of detention.\textsuperscript{95}

Most migrants with irregular status in detention are those who entered South Korea initially with a valid visa, or on a visa exemption, and then overstayed. When they are apprehended by the authorities, they are detained for the purposes of deportation. Between 2016 and 2017, while a minority of people were detained for over seven months for reasons relating to unresolved labour disputes or for seeking asylum, 89% were detained for less than two weeks.\textsuperscript{96} The average length of stay at the immigration centres was 16.9 days in 2020 and 9.6 days in 2019.\textsuperscript{97}

Human trafficking survivors are also frequently detained and deported. Despite existing government policy not to detain trafficking survivors, they are often not properly screened due to a lack of understanding over the different forms of trafficking that can take place and are instead penalised for unlawful acts by traffickers. This is particularly the case for sex trafficking survivors.\textsuperscript{98}

### Immigration Detention Infrastructure

There are three dedicated immigration detention centres (“oe-gug-in bo-ho-so” or Foreigner Protection Facility) in South Korea.\textsuperscript{99} However the Immigration Bureau utilises other types of facilities to detain non-citizens subject to deportation, including detention cells (“bo-ho-sil”) at 16 immigration offices across the country as well as transit facilities within the international airports. Detention cells are smaller in size and used for temporarily holding foreigners without valid documents for investigation prior to transferring them to one of the three dedicated detention centres in the country.\textsuperscript{100}

A person who is detained pending an investigation and decision on whether they can be subject to deportation can only be detained for a maximum of 20 days.\textsuperscript{101} However there is no maximum limit to the length of detention for those under deportation orders; the Immigration Act (Article 63) states that those under deportation orders who cannot immediately be deported can be detained in any detention facility \textit{until the deportation is possible}.\textsuperscript{102} The same Article also stipulates that after three months of initial detention, a detention approval has to be obtained from the Minister of Justice
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every three months thereafter. If the immigration authority fails to obtain this approval, the detained person should immediately be released.\textsuperscript{103} Despite this, Article 63(1) remains a legal ground for indefinite detention of migrants with irregular status, and in some cases for people seeking asylum, humanitarian status holders and recognised refugees. The constitutionality of this clause is being debated at the constitutional court as of December 2021.\textsuperscript{104}

The Ministry of Justice does not make immigration detention statistics publicly available but only provides partial information when requested under the Official Information Disclosure Act.

**Alternatives to Detention**

The Immigration Act, Article 63 stipulates that where it becomes clearly impossible to repatriate a person subject to a deportation order, the Regional Immigration Service can release the person under certain conditions. Article 65 states that a person can be granted temporary release either at the request of a guarantor or a legal guardian of the detained person or at the discretion of the head of the Regional Immigration Service. Conditions for release vary, including a surety in an amount less than two million KRW and a restriction of residence. Between 2018 and 2021, only 393 (i.e., approximately 0.5\%) out of 78,993 migrants with detention orders were granted temporary release.\textsuperscript{105} Those under temporary release are not given a visa and not permitted to work.

The Ministry of Justice announced on 1 November 2021, in response to the widely publicised incident at an immigration detention facility where a detained person whose wrists and ankles were bound in solitary confinement,\textsuperscript{106} that it will initiate a series of legislative and policy changes to improve the immigration detention regime. This includes reduction in the use of detention orders, proactive use of temporary release, establishing a legal limit to the length of detention as well as a plan to establish an alternative detention facility which would allow freedom of movement within the facility, aiming to shift the focus of such a facility from detainment to protection.\textsuperscript{107}

People seeking asylum with rejected applications who have exhausted their options to appeal are in principle subject to deportation and detention orders. However, people seeking asylum who have not been granted refugee status can still be granted permission to remain in the country on humanitarian grounds.\textsuperscript{108} Once humanitarian status is granted, they are protected from detention and deportation.

The Ministerial policy of the Ministry of Justice provides protection against detention and deportation for undocumented children who are residing in South Korea and attending school. In the past, this policy did not grant legal status to the children, nor provided a pathway to legalisation; instead, it only functioned as a temporary suspension of the deportation order. This meant that the children were still subjected to detention and deportation when they no longer attended school or
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after they graduated, regardless of how long they resided in South Korea. However a newly enforced policy, effective from 1 February 2022 until March 2025, grants permission to stay (a D-4 or G-1 visa for a temporary stay with opportunities to transfer to other longer term visas and naturalisation) to undocumented children who are either currently in school or have graduated from school. Their parents are also provided with a temporary permission to stay and are able to seek employment for the purpose of supporting their children until their children reach the adulthood.

Trafficking survivors as well as foreign survivors of sexual and gender-based violence and child abuse are exempted from immigration penalties for remaining in the country beyond the permitted period of stay and are issued with a G-1 visa. The periods of stay are only extended until the legal proceedings are completed and in rare cases where the Ministry of Justice deems it necessary.

The Korean Immigration Service has been running an on-and-off voluntary departure programme for migrants with irregular status since 2004. This programme is typically time-bound and targets migrant workers who have overstayed their visa or have violated the terms of their stay. By submitting a voluntary departure declaration either in person at a local immigration office or online, they are exempted from a deportation order (which legally subjects them to detention), but instead are given 15-30 days to voluntarily depart the country. The latest example of this type of scheme was particular to the COVID-19 context as the voluntary departure programme between October to December 2021 allowed migrants with irregular status to voluntarily declare their status and depart without immigration penalties if they have completed their COVID-19 vaccination.

In 2021 and 2022, the Korean government implemented measures to allow temporary stay for Myanmar, Afghanistan, and Ukraine nationals in South Korea, until the situation in their respective countries stabilise (“measures for humanitarian special stay”). Such measures allowed nationals of these three countries to remain in South Korea by either extending the stay permit of those who otherwise have no ground to extend their stay, or by deferring departure orders for existing overstayers. However, concerns have been raised over the continued detention of those already detained at the time of the announcement of the measure, and the lack of work rights for those who are in an irregular status.

Access to Rights and Services

The Refugee Act includes a number of provisions on the rights and services that refugees and people seeking asylum are entitled to. Articles 30 through 38 stipulate that recognised refugees are entitled to the same level of social security, education and livelihood support as South Korean
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citizens. Article 43 states that refugee applicants and their underaged family members are entitled to receive the same level of primary and secondary education as citizens.

Humanitarian status holders are granted a G-1 visa and are entitled to a lower level of social benefits and protection compared to recognised refugees. For example, the Refugee Act does not provide humanitarian status holders with the right to family reunification; therefore, they are not allowed to bring family members to South Korea. They are also not able to obtain Korean citizenship no matter how long they have lived in South Korea and cannot benefit from social welfare schemes available for citizens. They are also not eligible for basic welfare services, such as childcare allowance, or subsidies for housing.\textsuperscript{118}

Refugees, humanitarian status holders and refugee applicants are legally eligible to seek employment.\textsuperscript{119} Recognised refugees are given F-2 Resident visas which automatically grants them permission to seek employment. Humanitarian status holders and people seeking asylum can apply for a permission to work but they must first find an employer who is willing to hire them before applying for the permission. In addition, people seeking asylum must wait six months from the date of their refugee application submission to apply for this permission.\textsuperscript{120} Notwithstanding the legal ability to obtain a work permit, in practice the ability of people seeking asylum and humanitarian status holders to find work is limited. Employers and regional immigration offices sometimes lack understanding of the respective visa type that the humanitarian status holders and people seeking asylum hold as this particular visa type is typically reserved for temporary stayers who do not have the right to obtain a work permit; this leads to the practical difficulty in accessing the work permit.\textsuperscript{121}

People seeking asylum in the process of RSD have legal rights to interpretation and translation during their RSD interviews as well as right to legal assistance.\textsuperscript{122} However, the National Human Rights Commission of Korea has reported the lack of adequate interpretation services for refugee applicants.\textsuperscript{123} Access to these services is particularly limited when it comes to the regional immigration offices that are outside of Seoul.

While children with irregular status cannot benefit from the national health insurance scheme, they are eligible for free national vaccinations.\textsuperscript{124} If a child with irregular status is under the age of two, the government provides direct subsidies to the childcare centre to cover the cost of their childcare.\textsuperscript{125} Access to healthcare for migrants in an irregular status is in general extremely limited.
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Developments during COVID-19

At the outset of the pandemic, Korea suspended immigration enforcement raids and provided all migrants, regardless of their legal status, free testing and treatment for COVID-19. Korean health authorities also have actively advertised that migrants with irregular status will not be reported to immigration authorities when they are in contact with health workers. Migrants with irregular status are often afraid of going to public hospitals and clinics as they fear that their status may be exposed despite the existing firewall between the immigration and health authorities. On the other hand, visits to immigration detention centres were banned and the mobility of detained persons was also restricted.

The number of people in immigration detention during COVID-19 has reportedly increased in South Korea due to the travel restrictions and lack of available flights which has in turn delayed the deportation of migrants with irregular status in detention. Civil society groups advocated for the government to release people from detention who cannot immediately return to their home country. However, this did not happen until February 2022 when the Ministry of Justice ordered the temporary release of some persons from immigration detention to mitigate a spike in COVID-19 positive cases in an immigration detention centre. This move has been criticised by civil society organisations, as people were released without any further protection mechanisms or support in the community. Individuals released under this temporary release scheme do not have rights to work and have little livelihood options.

In 2021, the Korean government has actively encouraged migrants with irregular status to receive the COVID-19 vaccination and has provided vaccination information to migrant communities in six different languages through both online and offline platforms. The Ministry of Justice reported that as of November 2021, 74.6% of migrants with irregular status have been fully vaccinated.
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**INDONESIA**

**Basic Demographics**

As of January 2022, there were 13,219 persons registered with UNHCR, comprising 9,957 refugees and 3,262 people seeking asylum from 50 countries; of these some 3,512 children were registered with UNHCR, including 3,414 children in families, 70 children who are unaccompanied by a parent or other adult relative, and 28 children who are separated from their parents but living with an adult caregiver.\(^{133}\) They come primarily from Afghanistan, as well as from Somalia, Myanmar, Iraq, Sudan, Yemen, Sri Lanka and Iran.\(^{134}\)

Indonesia is also primarily a country of origin for migrant workers. Migrants with irregular status are not believed to be a significant population in Indonesia; there does not appear to be any publicly available data on their numbers.

**Who is at Risk of Immigration Detention?**

Under Indonesia’s Law. No. 6 2011 on Immigration, all persons entering and remaining in Indonesia without valid travel documents and a visa commit an offence punishable with a maximum of five years prison and a fine of RP500 million.\(^{135}\) Detention is then permissible until deportation can be carried out. Where a person cannot be deported, they can be detained for up to a maximum of 10 years without judicial review.\(^{136}\) All persons who violate immigration laws can be subject to immigration detention.\(^{137}\)

With the issuance of 2018 ‘Circular Note of the Directorate General of Immigration, Ministry of Law and Human Rights on Restoring the Function of Immigration Detention Centres’ (the 2018 DGI Circular Note),\(^{138}\) people seeking asylum and refugees are exempted from immigration detention despite having irregularly entered the country.\(^{139}\)
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\(^{139}\) Presently, while there are rarely refugees and people seeking asylum in immigration detention in Indonesia, their detention is still permitted under law and policy, including under the Immigration Law No. 6 2011 on Immigration, DGI Regulation No. IMI-0352.GR.02.07 on The Handling Illegal Migrant Claiming to be Asylum Seeker or Refugee 2016, and the Presidential Regulation No. 125 of 2016 on the Treatment of Refugees and Asylum Seekers in Indonesia. Instead, the laws provide that persons who are pregnant, have disabilities, or who are children, or the elderly can, with the approval of the Ministry of Law and Human Rights, be placed outside of detention/shelters.
Who is Detained in Practice?

Notwithstanding the provisions of Law. No. 6 2011 on Immigration, Indonesia has effectively ceased the immigration detention of refugees and people seeking asylum. With the issuance of the 2018 DGI Circular Note, refugees and people seeking asylum are exempted from immigration detention, despite their irregular status in the country. At the same time, Australian government funding in Indonesia has been reduced, leading to shifts in the country’s approaches to refugees and people seeking asylum.\textsuperscript{140}

However, immigration authorities have occasionally conducted inspections to check for infractions of laws, local regulations, and accommodation centre rules, in turn leading to stress and uncertainty for refugees and people seeking asylum.\textsuperscript{141} These unclear laws/regulations/rules include, for example, curfews and prohibitions on riding motorbikes, and have had the effect of causing some refugees, particularly women, to contain themselves within shelters.\textsuperscript{142} They have also occasionally resulted in short-term detention from a few days to a few weeks, and sometimes longer.\textsuperscript{143} Refugees can also be detained for working (which is prohibited under Indonesian law); immigration officials raid places of work, typically after receiving reports from locals, because of concerns over tensions between refugees and local communities.\textsuperscript{144} As at the end of October 2021, there were 12 men registered with UNHCR in immigration detention in Indonesia.\textsuperscript{145}

Law. No. 6 2011 on Immigration provides that trafficking survivors are not subject to administrative measures but may be placed in immigration detention centres or elsewhere, and are to get “special treatment” that is different to general detention.\textsuperscript{146}

Immigration Detention Infrastructure

There are 13 immigration detention centres in Indonesia, with a maximum capacity of 1,700.\textsuperscript{147} There is limited publicly available information on current conditions in immigration detention centres. However, the mass release of refugees and people seeking asylum from detention due to the 2018 DGI Circular has reportedly helped to address issues relating to overcrowding and led to improved conditions for remaining persons detained.

A number of people seeking asylum have also been detained at Jakarta International Airport’s international zone. Unlike Rohingya who have arrived by boat to Indonesia (see Alternatives to Immigration Detention below), people seeking asylum who arrive by air are not explicitly provided for in Presidential Regulation No. 125 Year 2016,\textsuperscript{148} and have been at greater risk of detention and denial of access to territory. People seeking asylum and detained at the airport have been provided
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with emergency resettlement through UNHCR or have been permitted to fly to third countries as a compromise. However, since the end of 2021, there have been two cases of people seeking asylum being refouled to their countries of origin.

Alternatives to Immigration Detention

Indonesian laws and policies provide for ATD in the form of shelters, monitoring, supervision, and regular reporting to immigration authorities. The Head of the Immigration office is obliged to monitor and register refugees and people seeking asylum living in their area of responsibility. Although the law requires refugees to regularly report to the nearest immigration detention centre, this is not enforced in practice.\(^{149}\)

Shelters consist of several housing options provided by the IOM, UNHCR, or local government and include purpose-built new accommodation, repurposed former hotels and student dormitories. IOM runs more than 80 community shelters in 8 locations in Indonesia; in addition to housing, the eldest two people in any family receive cash support in the amount of IDR 1,250,000 each per month; other family members receive IDR 500,000 each.\(^{151}\) IOM-run ATD are only available to refugees who arrived before March 2018, and who had been in immigration detention before – they had to be referred to IOM by the Indonesian migration authorities.

ATD in Indonesia, particularly housing options run by IOM, have faced criticisms for their restrictions on liberty. All foreign persons, including refugees and people seeking asylum, must sign a declaration in which they agree to comply with Indonesian laws and report regularly to authorities.\(^{152}\) The IOM community housing and support provided to refugees also has been a source of tension and resentment among host communities.\(^{153}\) As a condition to their release from detention, refugees living in IOM-run shelters in cities outside the greater Jakarta area are subject to more restrictions imposed by local authorities than refugees living independently among the local population.\(^{154}\)

There is no formal guardianship system in Indonesia for refugee and asylum-seeking children, however IOM and UNHCR have established an informal guardianship/kinship mechanism through which adult refugees from the same community provide protection until other legal guardianship processes are determined, based on the child’s best interests. Children who are with their families live in either IOM housing, in temporary government shelters, or independently in the community with some support from UNHCR and/or NGOs. Unaccompanied and separated children live in either IOM housing, or in group homes run by UNHCR and its implementing partners, or they live independently in the community. Conditions in shelters for unaccompanied and separated children are reportedly not ideal for children, who receive insufficient psychosocial support; there are reports of children suffering from nightmares and insomnia and conducting self-harming practices and
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attempting suicide. While there are attempts to find foster carers for unaccompanied children, this has been a challenge and many children remain in the shelters for years until they age out.\textsuperscript{155}

In Aceh province, the local government and community have welcomed Rohingya children, women and men arriving by boat. In June 2020, Acehnese rescued 99 Rohingya at sea, invoking their customary law of the sea. A local task force was set up to manage emergency response, in coordination with UNHCR, IOM and Indonesian organisations providing funding and materials.\textsuperscript{156} Since then, further groups of Rohingya have arrived in Aceh; while there is currently no official Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) outlining the procedure for arrivals, they are generally moved to a temporary site in Aceh, where they receive support from IOM, UNHCR, Geutanyoe Foundation, JRS Indonesia, and other organisations, in coordination with local government, until the national government advises which of the eight refugee-hosting cities they will be transferred to for sustainable accommodation and support.

Access to Rights and Services

Under the Presidential Regulation No. 125 of 2016 on the Treatment of Refugees and Asylum Seekers in Indonesia, the government has delegated responsibility for managing refugees to local governments. However, there is no centrally allocated budget to support local government officials to respond to refugees in their area, nor any directive from Jakarta to allow local governments to use their budgets in this way.\textsuperscript{157} At the same time, refugees and people seeking asylum do not have the right to work in Indonesia and must therefore depend on the assistance provided by international organisations and civil society organisations.

Refugees can access treatment at the community health clinics known as \textit{Puskesmas} or at government hospitals, even though Indonesian law does not explicitly guarantee the right to health care for refugees. NGOs also provide healthcare services, such as the hospital in Bogor and clinic in South Jakarta run by Dompet Dhuafa. IOM provides more comprehensive health care coverage support, with primary care provided through \textit{Puskesmas} and referral to secondary and tertiary care as required. UNHCR also provides support to cover refugee medical treatment for primary, secondary and tertiary health care costs.

However, even with this support, barriers remain in terms of cost and refugees report that they do not seek medical care when they fall ill, due to prohibitive costs. Language barriers and a lack of translators also pose challenges. Refugees under IOM’s care cannot get coverage for family members who are not under IOM care. Women surveyed by the Mixed Migration Centre were reportedly also less likely to seek medical care than men.\textsuperscript{158} Both IOM and UNHCR provide mental health counselling for refugees, however demand outstrips availability, leading to waiting lists and curtailed treatment.\textsuperscript{159}
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Access to education for refugee and asylum-seeking children has improved following the 2019 circular issued by the Education Ministry. However, some local governments still refuse to grant access. Access to high schools is still limited. Both UNHCR and IOM help refugee children to enter Indonesian schools by providing Bahasa Indonesia lessons and covering costs of uniforms, books and transport. UNHCR through its implementing partners Catholic Relief Services, Human Initiative and Dompet Dhuafa runs preparatory classes to support and coach refugee children and parents to complete the Indonesian government’s registration requirements, and to build the foundational knowledge and skills necessary to transition to a formal school environment. IOM also offers a school readiness programme and support with school subjects. Learning centres such as Roshand (Bright) Learning Centre, Hope Learning Centre, HELP for Refugee, and Cipayung Refugee Education Centre are refugee-run, independently of UNHCR and IOM. Some parents prefer to send their children to these learning centres because they operate in English, which is perceived to be more useful for resettlement.

The right to legal counsel is guaranteed in Indonesia’s legal framework. It applies to everyone regardless of their status of citizenship. Therefore, person seeking asylum and refugee are entitled to legal counsel, either from a paid lawyer or a free legal service if they cannot afford it. There is a State legal aid service provided through the Ministry of Law and Human Rights, criminal law enforcement agency, or the Supreme Court. Refugees can also approach the Bar Council or contact the Legal Aid branches in their area. UNHCR facilitates this access through capacity buildings for, and partnerships with, different legal aid branches, and may support the administrative costs of such services upon request.

**Developments during COVID-19**

Refugee children and their families were able to access government-reimbursed COVID-19 treatment up to April 2021 through a Ministry of Health Circular. This Circular was later retracted through a revised decree on 21 May 2021, although some refugees continue to access free COVID-19 treatment based on the hospitals’ discretion. *Ad hoc* access to COVID-19 vaccinations were provided by some local governments from June 2021, which was then formally extended to nation-wide access through a September 2021 Ministry of Health Circular. As of February 2022, more than 7,400 refugees (62% of the total population of refugees eligible for vaccination, including children 6 and above in some areas) have received, at least, a first dose of vaccination in coordination with the government and private sectors. A number of refugees have also received booster vaccines. Additionally, in 2021, to address increasing living costs during the pandemic, UNHCR has provided a COVID-19 allowance for all refugees living independently nationwide.
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MALAYSIA
Basic Demographics

As of end January 2022, there were some 181,510 refugees and people seeking asylum registered with UNHCR in Malaysia: some 67% are men, 33% are women, with some 45,650 children below the age of 18. Refugees and people seeking asylum originate mostly from Myanmar (comprising of the Rohingya, Chin, Kachin, Arakan Muslims, Shan, Mon, Karen, and other ethnic groups from conflict-affected areas or fleeing persecution in Myanmar), as well as Pakistan, Yemen, Syria, Somalia, Afghanistan, Sri Lanka, Iraq, and Palestine. The total number of undocumented foreign workers is estimated to be 1.23 million to 1.46 million. Major countries of origin of foreign workers are Bangladesh, Indonesia, India, Nepal, the Philippines, Pakistan, Viet Nam, and Myanmar. Many if not most, undocumented migrant workers in Malaysia originally had a legal status but became undocumented due to extremely narrow and rigid conditions for maintaining legal status. Malaysia is a country of origin, transit and destination.

Who is at Risk of Immigration Detention?

Refugees, people seeking asylum and undocumented migrant workers, as well as anyone who unlawfully enters or remains in Malaysia, contrary to Malaysia’s Immigration Act 1959/63 is at risk of immigration detention. The penalties are severe - any person found guilty can be fined an amount not exceeding 10,000 RM and/or imprisoned for a term not exceeding five years, and is also subject to whipping of not more than six strokes. Malaysia’s immigration laws do not distinguish between children and adults, and with the exception of recognised trafficking survivors, do not exempt people in vulnerable situations from these penalties.

There is currently no maximum period of detention, and extremely limited administrative or judicial channels which a person can use to challenge their detention under the Immigration Act.

---

167 UNHCR Malaysia, Figures at a Glance in Malaysia. UNHCR conducts registration of persons of concern in Malaysia. However, the Malaysian government also administers the TRIS (Tracking Refugees Information System) a government registration scheme to collect personal and biometric information of UNHCR card holders. UNHCR cardholders pay a fee to register with TRIS and are issued a special identity card called "MyRC" though this does not offer any legal rights or protection.

168 Yi, Soonhwa; Simler, Kenneth; Loh, Wei San; Tan Wei, Kershia, Who is Keeping Score? Estimating the Number of Foreign Workers in Malaysia, World Bank Group, Global Knowledge & Research Hub in Malaysia, April 2020, p. ix

169 Ibid, p. 43


171 Immigration Act 1959/63, Section 6

172 Ibid, Section 6(3). The courts in Malaysia have held that whipping is not mandatory, for example Tun Naing Oo v PP [2009] 6 CLJ 490, which states the sentence of whipping is reserved only for crimes involving violence and brutality, and it is inhumane and serves no purpose to impose a sentence of whipping upon a person seeking asylum or refugee.

173 Immigration Act 1959/63, Section 34(1)

174 Sections 59 of the Immigration Act 1959/63 specifically restricts the ability of an individual to be heard by the Minister or Director General in respect of any matter under the Immigration Act, with section 59A
Who is Detained in Practice?

There is no prohibition on the use of immigration detention for any groups.

Pursuant to government policy, refugees and people seeking asylum holding UNHCR documentation have some degree of protection against arrest and detention, though this is not consistently applied. Trafficking survivors granted an Interim Protection Order are not detained but may reside at protection homes/trafficking shelters run by the government or NGOs, where, after assessment, they may be allowed to move freely or seek employment. In practice however, female survivors of sex trafficking are less likely to be granted permission to leave the shelters; additionally, those allowed to leave the shelters usually had to be chaperoned, resulting in the shelter residents feeling as though they were being detained. There are no Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) to proactively identify trafficking survivors during immigration enforcement raids, or among vulnerable populations who authorities come into contact with. Instead, law enforcement officers rely on trafficking survivors to “self-identify” after immigration raids, rather than proactively identifying survivors using standardised procedures or survivor-centred screening methods - therefore trafficking survivors continue to be penalised for immigration violations, and have been arrested, detained and deported. Moreover, suspected trafficking survivors are granted ‘interim protection orders’ while their status is being investigated; if not recognised as a trafficking survivor, the protection order is revoked and they are sent to immigration detention. Due to poor screening mechanisms when individuals enter detention centres, there is no confirmed and reliable data on the number of refugees, people seeking asylum, or survivors of trafficking on immigration detention.

For migrants in an irregular situation, the Malaysian government has also utilised a series of policy and programme initiatives, in the form of regularisation (known as ‘recalibration’) programmes. These have had varying impacts with reports of many migrant workers being unable to access the schemes due to bureaucratic challenges or prohibitive costs. The latest ‘recalibration programme’ commenced in December 2020 and has been extended to 30 June 2022, with 192,281 migrants in an irregular situation registered to return home voluntarily under the programme as of December 2021. Under this latest programme, migrants were required to pay a RM 500 compound fine and possess valid travel documents.

restricting judicial review on any acts or decisions except those relating to compliance with a procedural requirement.

175 Pursuant to a 2005 Attorney General’s Chambers Circular stipulating that people seeking asylum and refugees registered with UNHCR should not be prosecuted on account of their immigration status (this does not however, include persons who have yet to be registered with UNHCR). Neither this document, nor National Security Council Directive 23 (also relating to refugees and people seeking asylum with UNHCR documentation) are publicly available.

176 US Department of State, Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in Persons, 2021 Trafficking in Persons Report: Malaysia
177 Ibid
178 Global Shepherds Team, Conference Report: 1st National Virtual Conference on Care and Protection of Victims of Trafficking, 25-26 Nov 2021
180 Bernama, ‘Undocumented Migrants Recalibration Scheme Extended to June 30’, 23 Dec 2021
In March 2022 the Malaysian Immigration Department issued an internal document that allows for the release from immigration detention of individuals who hold a UNHCR refugee card issued by Malaysia. A limited number of such individuals have been released in 2022. Persons who hold UNHCR cards from another country, such as those issued by UNHCR Bangladesh or Indonesia are not included in this release programme, nor are individuals who would like to seek refugee registration but have not yet been issued a card.

**Immigration Detention Infrastructure**

Malaysia has a vast immigration detention infrastructure, comprising immigration detention centres as well as a number of temporary detention facilities.\(^{181}\) As of 21 November 2021, there were 1,549 children in detention, accounting for 8% out of a total of 19,143 persons detained in immigration detention centres nationwide.\(^{182}\) Disaggregated data on the numbers of children, women and men in Malaysia’s immigration detention centres is lacking.

Conditions in detention are reported to be extremely poor, with severe overcrowding and inadequate nutrition, sanitation, hygiene and medical care.\(^{183}\) Deaths in immigration detention have been widely reported: there were 208 reported deaths from 2018 to February 2022, with the main causes of death being septic shock, tuberculosis, severe pneumonia, lung infection, heart complications, dengue, diabetes, breathing difficulties, organ failure, as well as 25 deaths due to COVID-19.\(^{184}\) Detained persons have reported that medical screening is lacking, and skin diseases, tuberculosis and malaria are common.\(^{185}\) There are no specific protections for children, women, or others with heightened vulnerabilities in immigration detention centres. Children are regularly separated from family members.\(^{186}\) While the Malaysian Human Rights Commission (SUHAKAM) has the legal mandate to monitor immigration detention facilities, it cannot conduct unannounced visits. UNHCR has historically been able to register persons of concern in immigration detention, however their access has been denied since August 2019.\(^{187}\)

**Alternatives to Immigration Detention**

Section 55 of the Immigration Act gives the Minister of Home Affairs discretionary power to exempt any person or class of person from the application of the Act. This has rarely been exercised in practice. Section 27(1)(ii) of the Immigration Act provides the Director General of Immigration with

---


\(^{182}\) Kamar Khas (Special Chamber), Malaysia Parliamentary Debates, 14\(^{th}\) Parliament, Fourth-Term, Second Meeting, 8 Dec 2021


\(^{184}\) Martin Carvalho, Fatimah Zainal and Ashley Tang, ‘*208 Deaths Reported at Immigration Depots since 2018*, says Deputy Home Minister’, The Star, 17 Mar 2022

\(^{185}\) Malaysiakini, *151 Deaths in Immigration Depots since 2016; 306 Children still Detained*, 29 Dec 2019


discretionary powers to release a person from immigration detention, however this is again rarely used in practice.

SUKA Society, a Malaysian child rights NGO, implements an ATD programme for unaccompanied and separated children at risk of immigration detention. Established in 2015, the Community Placement and Case Management (CPCM) Programme runs independently of government and uses a holistic case management approach centred around child well-being, safety, permanency, and case resolution. Children are placed in safe and stable housing, in kinship/informal foster care among families from their communities. SUKA offers a continuum of services to support children in their programme to achieve a durable solution or case resolution (resettlement to a third country, independent living for those who become adults or returning home when it is safe to do so).\textsuperscript{188} The SUKA CPCM programme was independently evaluated in 2019 and was shown to have significantly improved the overall well-being of children in the programme, while costing 90% less than immigration detention.\textsuperscript{189}

In April 2021, following years of collaborative work with civil society organisations (led by SUKA Society, Yayasan Chowkit (YCK) and the International Detention Coalition), SUHAKAM (the national human rights commission) and other stakeholders, the Malaysian Cabinet approved a small-scale ATD pilot for the release of unaccompanied and separated children from immigration detention centres into the care of the Ministry of Women, Family and Community Development (MWFCD) and the Social Welfare Ministry.\textsuperscript{190} The ATD pilot officially commenced in February 2022,\textsuperscript{191} with standard operating procedures finalised by the relevant implementing government agencies (MWFCD, the Immigration Department and the Ministry of Home Affairs being the lead agencies) and participating civil society organisations (currently SUKA Society and YCK). It is envisaged that MWFCD will work with SUKA Society and YCK to ensure case management and shelter support for children released, with a focus in Phase 1 of the pilot on the safe return of children to their countries of origin, where it is in their best interests. As of March 2022, no children have been released from immigration detention into the ATD pilot.

Access to Rights and Services

Refugees, people seeking asylum, and migrants face limitations in being able to access affordable and safe healthcare. They must pay foreigner rates at hospitals, which are significantly higher – for example, as of March 2022, for general outpatient treatment (not emergency services or specialist outpatient treatment), non-citizens are charged RM 40 whereas this is free for Malaysians.\textsuperscript{192} In 2006, the Ministry of Health issued a Circular stating that UNHCR recognised refugees can obtain

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{188} SUKA Society, \textit{Community Placement and Case Management (CPCM) Programme Manual for Unaccompanied and Separated Children (UASC)}
\bibitem{189} Lighthouse Partnerships, \textit{External Evaluation: SUKA Society Community Placement and Case Management Program}
\bibitem{190} On 11 November 2021, the Malaysian Ministry of Home Affairs confirmed through a written parliamentary statement that “The ATD pilot project proposed for implementation in Malaysia is an alternative care for unaccompanied and separated children at immigration depots where the child will receive protection and support services through family-based care to meet the basic needs of children”. See Kamar Khas (Special Chamber), Malaysia Parliamentary Debates, 14\textsuperscript{th} Parliament, Fourth-Term, Second Meeting, 8 Dec 2021
\bibitem{191} Ming Teo, \textit{“A Step in the Right Direction for the Rights of Children under Detention”}, The Star Malaysia, 2 Mar 2022
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a 50% discount on foreigner fees for healthcare services at government hospitals. In 2018, this discount was extended to all Persons of Concern holding UNHCR documentation but does not apply to persons who have not yet been able to register with UNHCR. Further, even with this discount, the cost of healthcare services is prohibitively high, particularly as rates were increased exponentially in 2016.

In 2001, the Ministry of Health issued a circular directing all government healthcare workers to report undocumented people seeking treatment at government healthcare facilities. As a result of this circular, migrants with irregular status and people seeking asylum who have not yet registered with UNHCR have been arrested and taken from hospitals to immigration detention centres, including women who have been detained immediately after childbirth. Some promising health practices include: circulars on rights of foreign persons to life-saving medical treatment upon assessment, irrespective of the ability to pay for admission deposit or treatment; and free of charge diagnosis and medical interventions against infectious diseases, regardless of immigration status.

Refugees and people seeking asylum have no access to legal work; as a result, many work in the informal sector. However, in previous years, Malaysia has conferred work rights on a select and small number of refugees (e.g., Syrians under the Syrian Migrants Temporary Placement Programme, see ‘Detention Framework’ section). In March 2017, the Malaysian government initiated a small-scale pilot project to allow Rohingya refugees to work legally, in the plantation and manufacturing sectors.

Trafficking survivors granted protection orders have a right to apply for work visas, however many identified survivors have preferred to return immediately to their home countries – many are discouraged by inadequate protection services from the Malaysian government.

Many children from refugee, asylum-seeking, stateless and irregular migrant communities have no access to the formal education system, as government schools do not generally accept non-Malaysian or undocumented children. They are enrolled in a parallel system of alternative learning centres (ALCs) that are managed by NGOs or community organisations.

---

193 Ministry of Health, Circulate Letter No. 1 of 2006 – Medical Treatment Charges for Refugees Legally Registered with the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugee Affairs
194 Ministry of Health, Guidelines for the Implementation of the Fees (Medical) (Cost of Services) Order 2014, Circular 2/2019
199 Ministry of Health, Guidelines on Fee exemptions for Foreigners with Infectious Diseases, Circular 6/2015; Ministry of Health, Exemption Guidelines for Infection Diseases among Foreigners, Circular No. 2/2016
200 US Department of State, Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking in Persons, 2021 Trafficking in Persons Report: Malaysia
Although the Federal Constitution of Malaysia provides for the right to legal representation, many individuals still face significant challenges in seeking legal representation for migration-related matters. Persons arrested need to request for representation which is generally rare as they are not given the information or support to do so. The National Legal Aid Foundation only provides legal aid to non-Malaysians facing criminal charges, however children registered with UNHCR have at times been able to access legal aid for immigration offences. Legal representation for non-Malaysians facing immigration charges will need to be secured through private lawyers. The Immigration Act also does not provide for an automatic right to seek asylum, contact embassies, or other family members. Refugees, people seeking asylum and migrants also report significant challenges in accessing interpretation during court proceedings.

**Developments during COVID-19**

All foreigners residing in the country, including students, refugees, and migrants with irregular status have been eligible for free COVID-19 vaccines. Foreigners who were suspected or found to be positive for COVID-19, or who were close contacts of COVID-19 positive persons were exempt from paying outpatient fees (registration, examination, treatment, and hospital fees) at government facilities.

In May 2020 the Home Ministry announced that the Immigration Department would use a strict lockdown to locate and arrest migrants with irregular status. In May and June 2020, the government then initiated large scale immigration raids, resulting in people seeking asylum and migrants being arrested and detained, including women, children and their families. Immigration raids were conducted in areas where the Enhanced Movement Control Orders (EMCO) were in place.

The immigration raids/arrests during the pandemic led to a growing number of persons in immigration detention centres – the lack of social distancing, coupled with poor conditions in detention meant that it was very difficult to prevent COVID-19 outbreaks in the detention centres. In September 2021, the government reported that there had been 11 COVID-19 deaths in immigration detention since the pandemic began. Immigration detention centres were also closed to all outside visitors.

---

201 Information provided by Asylum Access Malaysia, Mar 2022
202 Malaysian Ministry of Health, Daily status update on COVID-19 (press statement), 11 June 2020,
203 Ray Sherman and Nisha David, Malaysia: Mass Arrests of Undocumented Migrants to Ensure they get COVID-19 Jabs, 3 Jun 2021
205 EMCO areas are places where residents were subjected to stricter movement and monitoring controls because large clusters of COVID-19 had been detected in the area – they were placed under heavy armed police and military control, with barbed wires erected to prevent people from leaving).
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PHILIPPINES
PHILIPPINES

Basic Demographics

As of 31 December 2021, there were 817 refugees in the Philippines and 612 people seeking asylum. The majority of these refugees were nationals of Syria, Pakistan and Iran, whereas people seeking asylum were mostly from Yemen, Cameroon and Sudan; approximately 75.5% of these persons were male, 23.5% female, and 11.8% were under the age of 18.

There are no publicly available data on the number of migrants with irregular status in the Philippines. The Bureau of Immigration does release data on the number of foreign nationals arrested and deported from the Philippines: in 2021, it was reported that 158 foreigners were arrested for violating Philippine immigration laws, with the majority being Chinese nationals; this was compared to 510 arrested foreign nationals in 2020. At the same time, a total of 3,142 “undesirable” foreigners were deported from January to November 2021. The Philippines is predominantly a migrant-sending country, and the government has developed a number of institutions, laws and policies that support and enhance protection for overseas Filipino workers and their families.

Who is at Risk of Immigration Detention?

The Philippines is one of the few countries in the region, and the only country in ASEAN with a comprehensive legal protection framework for refugees and stateless persons. The Philippines acceded to the 1951 Refugee Convention and the 1967 protocol, as well as the 1954 Statelessness Convention and the 1961 Convention on the Reduction of Statelessness. A State-led Refugee and Stateless Status Determination (RSSD) procedure is currently being implemented, pursuant to the Department of Justice Department Circular No. 58 series of 2012.

Circular No. 58 provides for non-detention on account of being a stateless person, refugee, or even an asylum applicant. In 2017, an Inter-Agency Agreement on the Protection of Asylum Seekers, Refugees and Stateless Persons in the Philippines was concluded to streamline the provision of services to these groups in the country. This was strengthened through the President’s recent signing of Executive Order No. 163, series of 2022, institutionalising access to protection services for refugees, stateless persons and people seeking asylum.

However, Philippine law enables the arrest and detention of migrants suspected to have irregular status; detention can be for a “sufficient length of time” to enable authorities to determine if the person can legally remain in the country (e.g., if they apply for asylum). Migrants working without...
a valid permit, or overstaying their visas are also liable for detention. Moreover, populations at risk of statelessness such as the Sama Bajaus and the Persons of Indonesian Descent (PID) who reside in the borders in Mindanao, southern Philippines are also prone to detention as most of them lack documents to prove their legal identity.

Who is Detained in Practice?
As the Bureau of Immigration does not release data regarding persons in detention, it is difficult to understand the extent to which immigration detention occurs within the country. However pursuant to section 3 of the Department of Justice Circular 58 series of 2012, refugees, people seeking asylum or stateless persons are generally not detained on account of their status. Further, children are generally not detained in practice.

Immigration Detention Infrastructure
There is one designated immigration detention centre in the Philippines, the Bureau of Immigration Warden’s Facility. Although the number of detained persons is not publicly released, it has been reported that in September 2020 there were 315 non-citizens detained at the facility, despite the official capacity being 140.

There is a distinct lack of reports from NGOs regarding the immigration detention centre suggesting that access to the facility is limited. However, there are reports that there is overcrowding, the food quality is poor, and there is a lack of access to medical care in this facility.

Alternatives to Immigration Detention
There are several provisions in law that enable the use of ATD in the Philippines.

Section 13 of the Department of Justice Department Order No. 94, series of 1998 allows for detained people seeking asylum to be released and for any deportation proceedings to be suspended during their refugee status application process. This is likewise echoed in Section 7 of the Department of Justice Circular 58 series of 2012.

---

214 Commission on Human Rights of the Philippines, Submission on Deprivation of Liberty of Women and Girls, 26 Oct 2018
215 Ferdinand Patinio, BI Deports 129 Foreigners to Decongest Detention Facility, Philippine News Agency, 17 Sept 2020; Global Detention Project, Philippines: Detention Centres
217 Department of Justice, Establishing a Procedure for Processing Applications for the Grant of Refugee Status, Department Order 94, 4 Mar 1998
218 Department of Justice, Establishing the Refugee and Stateless Status Determination Procedure, Department Circular No. 058
Human trafficking legislation allows authorities to provide shelter to trafficking survivors, although in practice services for survivors remain inadequate. UNHCR and IOM, in cooperation with the Department of Justice and the Inter-Agency Council against Trafficking, are currently drafting ‘National Guidelines to Facilitate the Identification, Referral and Protection of Victims of Trafficking in Persons within the Asylum and Statelessness Context in the Philippines’.

Undocumented and separated children are generally not detained by Filipino authorities and instead referred to the Department of Social Welfare and Development who legally assume the role of guardian and are responsible for providing housing, healthcare, and other support services. The Refugees and Stateless Persons Protection Unit (RSPPU) ensures that unaccompanied and separated children are referred to appropriate government agencies and/or organisations for their care and welfare. Aside from the access to legal aid, representation and counselling are provided to persons of concern regardless of age under the Memorandum of Understanding between UNHCR and the Philippine Public Attorney’s Office (see further ‘Access to Rights and Services below’). Coordination mechanisms established among the Department of Social Welfare and Development, local social welfare officers and other relevant government agencies likewise safeguard the protection of children. While this is primarily intended for children in conflict with the law, the policy and practice of the Public Attorney’s Office is to extend the application of this provision to all children in detention. Children are placed in alternative childcare facilities run by the Department of Social Welfare and Development; however, the current capacity of government facilities is a challenge; partnerships with facilities managed by faith-based and civil society organisations are being explored to address capacity constraints.

Lastly, there is a mechanism by which foreign nationals who overstay their visas can seek approval from the Bureau of Immigration to leave the country immediately and defer any penalties. If successful, the Bureau of Immigration will issue a Black List Order, providing the foreign national with a grace period to leave the country without paying penalties and without being subject to immigration detention. The foreign national will only be able to return to the Philippines if approval is given by the Department of Justice, and the foreign national pays any outstanding financial penalties.

**Access to Rights and Services**

Under current regulations, refugees and stateless persons are exempt from work permit requirements and people seeking asylum can obtain special work permits. However, there are some constraints: the 1987 Constitution of the Republic of the Philippines limits the ability for foreign nationals to work in the country, as “the practice of all professions in the Philippines shall...

---

219 This provides that: “Following receipt of the notice, any proceeding for the deportation or exclusion of the Applicant and/or his or her dependents shall be suspended. If the Applicant and/or his or her dependents is/are in detention, the Secretary, subject to the conditions that he or she may impose, may direct the Commissioner to order his or her and/or their release.” Rules and Regulations Implementing Republic Act No. 9208, Otherwise Known as the “Anti-Trafficking in Persons Act of 2003”, Section 46

220 US Department of State, 2021 Trafficking in Persons Report: Philippines


222 Philippine Immigration Act 1940, Section 43; Department of Justice, Bureau of Immigration, Operations Order No. SBM-2015-010, Processing of Requests for Removal of Indigent Aliens

223 Department Order 186-17 Revised Rules for the Issuance of Employment Permits to Foreign Nationals, 16 Nov 2017
be limited to Filipino citizens.” Advocacy continues to be pursued to facilitate the access of refugees and other persons of concern to the practice of profession, which, at this point, is allowed on an ad hoc basis depending on the requirements of the concerned professional board. Nevertheless, the Professional Regulation Commission (PRC), which has authority over the regulation and supervision of professionals (except lawyers) in the Philippines, has committed that the agency will endeavour to develop guidelines for the practice of their professions considering their specific circumstances of persons of concern.

Refugees, stateless persons, and asylum and stateless applicants have access to free or subsidised public health care. Private healthcare is available, though they must bear the costs themselves.\textsuperscript{224}

An MOU between UNHCR and the Philippine Public Attorney’s Office was signed in 2013 to provide free legal assistance, counselling and representation for refugees, stateless persons, and people seeking asylum, at all stages of administrative, judicial, and quasi-judicial proceedings.\textsuperscript{225} Representation by the Public Attorney’s Office may start as early as the application process.

Refugees, people seeking asylum and stateless persons can take up residence anywhere in the country. Meanwhile, refugees and stateless persons can travel abroad with International Civil Aviation Organisation-compliant convention travel documents issued by the Department of Foreign Affairs.

Trafficked persons are entitled to counselling, medical or psychological services, livelihood and skills training, educational assistance (for trafficked children), as well as free legal support.\textsuperscript{226}

**Developments during COVID-19**

In a bid to decrease overcrowding at the Warden’s Facility, the Philippine Bureau of Immigration in April 2020 announced that it would begin to decongest.\textsuperscript{227} The Bureau’s decision was to “speed up the resolution of deportation cases” for those in the detention centre.\textsuperscript{228} The Bureau of Immigration also announced that it would consider releasing detained persons on bail, or release on recognisance.\textsuperscript{229} This was seen in practice when two pregnant women were released on bail, and another returned in May 2020.\textsuperscript{230}

\textsuperscript{224} See PhilHealth, *PhilHealth Signs Inter-Agency Agreement for the Protection of Persons of Concern in PHL*, 19 Apr 2018
\textsuperscript{226} The Revised Rules and Regulations Implementing the Anti-Trafficking in Persons Act of 2003, as amended by the Expanded Anti-Trafficking in Persons Act of 2012. Article IV, section 98 provides that trafficked persons who are foreign nationals are entitled to appropriate protection, assistance and services, as well as continued legal status in the Philippines while legal proceedings are ongoing. Article V provides for free legal services for trafficked persons.
\textsuperscript{227} Bureau of Immigration, ‘*Press Release: BI to Decongest Alien Detention Center during COVID-19 Outbreak*’, 22 Apr 2020
\textsuperscript{228} Ibid
\textsuperscript{229} Ibid
\textsuperscript{230} Bureau of Immigration, ‘*Press Release: 159 Employees, Inmates at BI Detention Center Test Negative for COVID*’, 14 May 2020
In March 2020, foreign nationals who overstayed their visas and were unable to renew or extend their visas due to strict quarantine and movement restrictions were given a 6-month grace period to file their applications for renewal/extension.\textsuperscript{231} In September 2021, the Bureau of Immigration temporarily suspended Orders to Leave for foreign nationals who overstayed their visas. They were still required to pay penalties for overstay but were not required to leave the country.\textsuperscript{232}

\textsuperscript{231} Bureau of Immigration, Operations Order No. JHM-2021-002, Granting of 6 Months Grace Period From Expiry of Visa to File Extension/Renewal or Amendment of Visa Applications, 7 Jul 2021
\textsuperscript{232} Bureau of Immigration, Operations Order No. JHM-2021-005, Temporary Suspension of the Order to Leave Under Immigration Memorandum Circular No. SBM-2013-003 During COVID-19 Pandemic, 7 Sept 2021
SINGAPORE

Basic Demographics

Migrant workers in Singapore originate predominantly from Malaysia, Indonesia, India, Bangladesh, Philippines, China and Myanmar. They are generally documented workers holding government-issued work permits; undocumented workers are rare in Singapore.²³³

There is no data available publicly on the number of people seeking asylum in Singapore. As of 30 July 2020, there was one refugee and one person seeking asylum whose cases were active with UNHCR.²³⁴

Who is at Risk of Immigration Detention?

Any person who is defined as a “prohibited person” under Singapore’s Immigration Act 1959, including persons who are not in possession of valid travel documents or enter Singapore unlawfully.²³⁵ Singapore does not have any domestic legislation for the protection of refugees, people seeking asylum or stateless persons. While UNHCR may, on a case-by-case basis, conduct registration and refugee status determination remotely for people seeking asylum in Singapore and explore durable solutions, refugees and people seeking asylum who have been registered with UNHCR do not have any legal status in Singapore. As such, if they are in violation of the Immigration Act, they may be prosecuted and detained for immigration offences. Unlawful entry or presence in Singapore are met with heavy punishments, including fines, imprisonment and caning for men aged under 50.²³⁶ Where an individual has overstayed their visa, pass or work permit for less than 90 days, they are liable on conviction, to a fine not exceeding $4,000 SGD or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 6 months, or to both.²³⁷ In practice, overstayers are usually fined or in lieu of a fine, required to serve between three to 14 days in prison.²³⁸ Where they have overstayed for more than 90 days, mandatory imprisonment and caning is imposed.²³⁹

Who is Detained in Practice?

Persons at risk of detention and who are detained in practice in Singapore are usually overstayers, such as those who legally entered the country on a tourist or work visa and stayed after their visas expired. Migrant workers can also become “overstayers” or undocumented if they are dismissed by their employers and are ineligible for a Special Pass (see ‘Alternatives to Detention’ below), as their

²³³ Transient Workers Count Too, Response to Joint Questionnaire of Special Procedures, 10 Jun 2020
²³⁵ Singapore Immigration Act 1959, Sections 8, 27, 31, 34 and 35. These provide immigration authorities with the discretion to detain.
²³⁷ Immigration Act 1959, Section 15(3)
²³⁸ Information provided by Transient Workers Count Too, Mar 2022.
²³⁹ Immigration Act 1959, Section 15
work permits are tied to their employers, who must consent should they wish to change jobs.\textsuperscript{240} A total of 473 migrants with irregular status and overstayers were arrested in Singapore in 2020, and a total of 932 in 2019.\textsuperscript{241}

Given the size of Singapore, overstayers generally come into contact with law enforcement officers relatively quickly; immigration checks and raids are conducted regularly, with the median overstay duration being approximately two months.\textsuperscript{242} Once detected, overstayers tend to be held in remand for one to two days and immediately brought to court where they are tried for violating the Immigration Act.

Additionally, people who enter the country unlawfully, in violation of Singapore’s Immigration Act 1959, are also at risk of detention and deportation. This includes people seeking asylum, who are not normally released while having their claims examined by UNHCR.

**Immigration Detention Infrastructure**

As of December 2021, there are 54 ‘Immigration Depots’, some of which include prisons.\textsuperscript{243} However, information provided by migrant rights groups indicates that overstayers who are arrested and detained are most frequently brought to the ICA building at Kallang Road. There is little information on conditions in these immigration detention facilities. Limited reports indicate that detained persons are provided with three meals a day and recreational activities, and that facilities were clean and generally satisfactory.\textsuperscript{244} There is also a lack of publicly available data on the numbers of persons held in immigration detention.

The Immigration Act provides for overstayers to be detained until their departure or removal becomes feasible.\textsuperscript{245} There are extremely limited channels which a person can use to challenge their detention under the Immigration Act.\textsuperscript{246}

\textsuperscript{240} Work Permit holders are generally barred from re-employment unless they exit Singapore first; only construction workers have a limited 19-day window in which they can transfer employers towards the end of their visa, outside of which their current employer’s written consent is needed. See Humanitarian Organisation for Migration Economics (H.O.M.E), COVID-19 Impact Report 2020, Dec 2020; John Geddie, Aradhana Aravindan, *Spate of Suicides Among Migrant Workers in Singapore Raises Concern*, p. 10, 5 Aug 2020

\textsuperscript{241} Immigration & Checkpoints Authority Singapore, Annual Statistics 2020, 8 Feb 2021

\textsuperscript{242} As reported by the Singaporean Home Affairs Minister in the September 2019 session of Parliament, see Transient Workers Count Too, ‘Overstayers’ Median Period of Evading Arrest only Two Months’, 3 Oct 2019

\textsuperscript{243} Immigration Depots are listed in the Immigration (Immigration Depots) (No. 2) Notification 2018

\textsuperscript{244} Global Detention Project, Submission to the Universal Periodic Review - Singapore: Issues Related to Immigration Detention and the Rights of Migrant Workers, 38th Session of the UPR Working Group, Apr/May 2021

\textsuperscript{245} Immigration Act 1959, Section 34

\textsuperscript{246} Section 39 of the Immigration Act 1959 specifically excludes judicial review on detention decisions unless there are procedural irregularities. There are avenues for individuals to appeal removal orders under Section 33 of the Immigration Act 1959.
Alternatives to Immigration Detention

Where an individual becomes undocumented or is at risk of becoming undocumented, they may apply for a Special Pass to temporarily legalise their stay in Singapore. Special Passes are issued by the Ministry of Manpower (MOM) or the Immigration & Checkpoints Authority (ICA). The processing time for issuance or renewal of a Special Pass can take just several minutes, and validity of the pass is usually for 14-30 days. Renewal can be automatic if the reasons for granting the Special Pass remain valid. There have also been reports from migrant rights groups that ICA staff at the airport will issue Special Passes to migrant workers whose employers seek to forcibly return them, in an attempt to frustrate the worker’s right to lodge salary or injury claims. Special Passes are therefore seen as a migration governance tool, to ensure that migrants do not become or remain undocumented, therefore preventing the need for immigration detention.

Special Passes are distinguished from Form 18 Special Passes; holders of Special Passes are automatically transferred to a Form 18 Special Pass when a departure flight is arranged for the holder. This is to prevent employers from forcibly repatriating migrant workers who have lodged claims against them, as well as to prevent workers who are required to stay in Singapore from absconding (e.g., if they are facing criminal charges).

Holders of the Special Pass do not have work rights (with exceptions). They may be able to seek new employment once the reasons for the issuance of the Special Pass have ceased (e.g., a labour dispute case has concluded). However, in practice, migrants usually require the support of NGOs to do so, as the process for obtaining a new work permit is challenging to navigate alone.

In addition to the Special Pass, the Immigration Controller has the discretion to release any person from an immigration depot on such terms and conditions as they see fit. It is unclear to what extent this discretion is used in practice.

Access to Rights and Services

Low-wage migrant workers are legally entitled to healthcare that is provided by their employers and supported by mandatory private medical insurance and private work injury compensation. However, 
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247 Work permit cards have a unique QR code that can be scanned using the SGWorkPass App. This provides information on whether the Work Permit is valid, and what the expiry date is. Workers know that if their Work Permit is expired or prematurely cancelled, they should seek assistance from an NGO or go to the Ministry of Manpower to apply for a Special Pass (if they satisfy the criteria), or a Form 18 Special Pass (if they wish to return home). Special Pass Cards, however, do not have this QR code and must be reissued every time a Special Pass is renewed.

248 This includes persons who: filed a salary or work injury claim but are awaiting resolution of their claim; used the allowable transfer period to seek a new job; have a pending court case; need to stay in Singapore for medical treatment; are required by police to assist with an investigation; and are awaiting a flight to return home (a Form 18 Special Pass). Information provided by Transient Workers Count Too, Mar 2022

249 Immigration & Checkpoints Authority: Special Pass Card

250 Information provided by Transient Workers Count Too, Mar 2022

251 Migrant Forum in Asia, Afraid of the Light: Unmasking the Discourse on Irregular Migration and Its Implications for Migration Governance in ASEAN, August 2019; Information provided by Transient Workers Count Too, Mar 2022.

252 Immigration Act, S. 27(2) and s.31(1).
barriers exist in accessing healthcare, including migrant workers’ poor knowledge of their healthcare coverage and financial barriers (e.g., having to bear the costs of outpatient care).\textsuperscript{253} For persons who are in Singapore in an irregular situation, access to healthcare is very challenging due to the fear of arrest and detention.

Access to legal aid and legal representation is reportedly very poor for migrants who are arrested and detained for violating the Immigration Act.

**Developments during COVID-19**

Migrant workers in Singapore have suffered disproportionately from COVID-19. More than 300,000 low-wage migrant workers live in migrant dormitories in Singapore; these have been criticised as being crowded and unsanitary, with up to 20 people sharing a room and communal bathrooms.\textsuperscript{254} After a spike in cases within migrant worker dormitories in April 2020, the Singaporean government implemented measures to control the virus, including locking down all dormitories, separating infected clusters from non-infected clusters, enforcing social distancing within dormitories, and carrying out COVID-19 testing in dormitories.\textsuperscript{255}

As Singapore eased restrictions for the fully vaccinated, low-wage migrant workers continued to face restrictions; they were only permitted to leave their dormitory compounds to go to work, and were required to apply for an exit pass if they wished to visit recreation centres set up for them near their dormitories.\textsuperscript{256} Despite more than 98% of workers in dormitories being fully vaccinated, it was only in March 2022 that differentiated COVID-19 safety measures for migrant workers in dormitories were eased. However, only 15,000 vaccinated migrant workers will be allowed to visit the community on weekdays, and up to 30,000 on weekends and public holidays, for up to eight hours per visit (an increase from the previous quota of 3,000 and 6,000 persons respectively).\textsuperscript{257} The continued separation from society and movement restrictions have had severe physical and mental health impacts for the migrant workers, with reports of attempted suicides, self-harm or deaths.\textsuperscript{258}

In addition to the high rates of vaccination among migrant workers in dormitories, the government also provided free testing and treatment for migrant workers. All expiring work visas for migrant workers were extended, and Special Passes issued and extended for migrants unable to return home due to border closures.

\textsuperscript{253} Rajaraman, Natarajan et al., ‘Exclusion of Migrant Workers from National UHC Systems-Perspectives from HealthServe, a Non-profit Organisation in Singapore’, Asian Bioeth Rev., 2020; 12(3): 363-374
\textsuperscript{255} ibid
\textsuperscript{256} Adam Hancock, ‘Singapore Migrant Workers Labour under COVID Curbs’, AlJazeera, 30 Jan 2022
\textsuperscript{257} Hariz Baharudin, ‘COVID-19 Rules, Community Visit Limits to be Eased for Migrant Workers in Dorms’, The Straits Times, 11 Mar 2022
\textsuperscript{258} HOME, COVID-10 Impact Report 2020, Dec 2020;; John Geddie, Aradhana Aravindan, Spate of Suicides Among Migrant Workers in Singapore Raises Concern, 5 Aug 2020
THAILAND
THAILAND

Basic Demographics

There are an estimated one to 2.5 million migrants with irregular migration status, with the vast majority from Cambodia, the Lao People’s Democratic Republic (Lao PDR) and Myanmar.259

As of December 2021, there were 91,408 Myanmar and 5,155 urban refugees and asylum-seekers registered with UNHCR Thailand.260 The urban refugees and people seeking asylum come mostly from Pakistan, Vietnam, Cambodia, Palestine, Syria, Somalia, Iraq, China, Iran and Afghanistan.261

Who is at Risk of Immigration Detention?

Anyone who has no valid passport or visa, including refugees, people seeking asylum and migrants in an irregular situation can be at risk of arrest and immigration detention.262 The penalties for irregular entry and stay in Thailand are imprisonment not exceeding two years, or a fine not exceeding THB 20,000.263 Once the sentence is served, migrants will be transferred to immigration detention centres for deportation; here, there is no maximum time limit on their detention.264

Previously, Sections 17 and 54 of the Immigration Act have been used to exempt and enable individuals and groups of people to remain in Thailand (see ‘Promising Developments during COVID-19’ below).

Who is Detained in Practice?

Despite a significant reduction in the rate of detention amongst refugees and people seeking asylum in recent years, they continue to be detained in practice. Thailand has made commendable progress towards ending child immigration detention, nonetheless some children continue to be arrested and detained particularly as the MOU-ATD (see ‘Alternatives to Immigration Detention’ below) provides a framework for the release of children from immigration detention but does not prohibit their detention. Migrants with irregular status, including children from neighbouring countries in particular, have been at risk of prolonged detention during the COVID-19 pandemic as borders have been closed.

260 UNHCR, Thailand Fact Sheet, 31 December 2021
261 UNHCR, Refugee Data Finder, 2020
262 Immigration Act of Thailand, B.E. 2552 (1979), Section 12
263 Ibid, Section 81
264 Ibid, Section 20. This provides time limitations on immigration detention, for an initial period of 48 hours, with further extensions as necessary up to a maximum of 7 days following which court approval is required for further detention up to 12 days at a time. This relates to persons detained under Section 19 of the Immigration Act, who have not yet entered Thailand officially, or if a person is arrested and their status is being investigated. However, under Section 54 of the Immigration Act, there are no time limits specified on the detention of persons to be deported and in practice, such persons are at risk of arbitrary and indefinite detention.
Although the Anti-Trafficking in Persons Act 2008 states that trafficking survivors should not be placed in detention but instead in government shelters, challenges with identification processes mean that persons with irregular status not properly identified as trafficking survivors can be arrested, detained and deported back to their country of origin by immigration police. Rohingya survivors of trafficking are, in general, either detained indefinitely in immigration detention centres, or held in closed government shelters, including Welfare Protection Centres for Victims of Trafficking in Persons and Shelters for Children and Families.

**Immigration Detention Infrastructure**

As of 2020, there were 22 detention centres where persons held for immigration offences are detained. Apart from immigration detention centres, there is also the Detention Centre for Mothers and Children in Bang Khen, operated by the Immigration Bureau which has been categorised as an alternative to detention. However, civil society has criticised this categorisation, due to the deprivation of liberty and lack of movement experienced by women and children in the centre, indicating the centre is essentially another form of detention.

Refugees from Myanmar who leave the camps along the Thai-Myanmar border become at risk of arrest and deportation. Non-Thai survivors of trafficking who are undocumented are required to stay at closed shelters run by the Ministry of Social Development and Human Security (MSDHS) for the duration of court proceedings. They may only leave under specific circumstances, including for work outside of the shelters, though this is determined on a case-by-case basis and is not consistently implemented, particularly for the Rohingya. It is common procedure for adult women trafficking survivors to be held in trafficking shelters until they can be returned or resettled.

There are no publicly available disaggregated data on the total number of people in immigration detention in Thailand. As of August 2021, there were 198 refugees and people seeking asylum in immigration detention, including 140 Rohingya. More than 50 Uyghurs have been detained since 2015. According to the Thai police, more than 42,400 migrants had been arrested for entering the country irregularly in 2021. No independent monitoring currently takes place; there are several organisations that can access limited areas within immigration detention facilities, including IOM, UNHCR, ICRC and JRS Foundation, although this access has been limited since the start of the pandemic due to the heightened risks of COVID-19 transmission in the facilities. Conditions are reportedly extremely poor, with overcrowding, lack of adequate health services, poor sanitation and inadequate food and water.
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Alternatives to Immigration Detention

Thailand has seen significant progress in recent years towards strengthening ATD in law, policy and practice, particularly in relation to children and families. There are several ATD mechanisms in place:

**ATD-MOU for Children**

Some **children and mothers in immigration detention** are also able to access ATD. On January 21, 2019, representatives of seven Thai Government agencies signed the *Memorandum of Understanding on the Determination of Measures and Approaches Alternatives to Detention of Children in Immigration Detention Centres* (the MOU-ATD)\(^{274}\) with Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) to implement the MOU-ATD following in July 2020. The general principles of the MOU-ATD and SOPs\(^{275}\) include the requirement that children are not detained, unless there is an “absolute necessity,” and that detention be used as a measure of last resort and for the shortest time possible. The best interests of the child must inform decision-making, and the child’s opinion must be taken into consideration. The MOU-ATD and SOPs also prioritise family-based care, with shelters as a measure of last resort and for the shortest time possible.

The SOPs also require the establishment of a Multi-Disciplinary Working Group (MWG), composed of Immigration officials, competent officers under the Child Protection Act of 2003, and representatives from UNHCR, UNICEF and IOM.\(^{276}\) The MWG (which has not met as of March 2022) is required to consider ATD and develop an individual care plan for each child, and coordinate with relevant service providers to implement the care plan.\(^{277}\) Registered NGOs work in partnership with the Department of Children and Youth at the Ministry of Social Development and Human Security (MSDHS) to support screening and assessment processes.\(^{278}\) Children and their mothers released under the MOU-ATD are supported by two NGOs, Host International Thailand and Step Ahead, who assist in reporting requirements and providing case management support in the community. Rohingya children, however, are treated differently, and are not assigned a caseworker - instead a focal point from the Department of Children and Youth is designated to support the transfer of Rohingya children from immigration detention to the respective shelters. Individual care plans are not developed for each Rohingya child, but instead, a caseworker in each shelter is assigned to care for a group of Rohingya children accommodated in the shelters.

There are several key gaps with the MOU-ATD. Firstly, it does not prevent the arrest of children; rather, its provisions come into effect once a child has been arrested and detained. Secondly,

\(^{274}\) Signed by the Royal Thai Police, the Ministry of Social Development and Human Security, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ministry of Interior, Ministry of Public Health, Ministry of Education, and Ministry of Labour

\(^{275}\) Thai Government, *Thailand’s Response to the Questionnaire of the Special Rapporteur on the Human Rights of Migrants, Ending Immigration Detention of Children and Seeking Adequate Reception and Care for Them*

\(^{276}\) Children who fall within UNHCR’s mandate are assessed through a joint interview between the Department of Youth (including staff members from the central and provincial offices of the Ministry of Social Development and Human Security) and UNHCR.

\(^{277}\) Thai Government, *Thailand’s Response to the Questionnaire of the Special Rapporteur on the Human Rights of Migrants, Ending Immigration Detention of Children and Seeking Adequate Reception and Care for Them*

\(^{278}\) Ibid
mothers are still required to be bailed out under extremely high bail costs, as noted below. Thirdly, in contrast to mothers, fathers are not typically considered for release for bail in conjunction with the MOU-ATD, resulting in family separation. This in turn aggravates levels of vulnerability and negatively impacts the psychosocial well-being of mothers and their children and adds pressure on mothers who find themselves as single heads of the household. Fourthly, children who are released under the MOU-ATD and who turn 18 are at risk of re-detention.279 Lastly, migrant children from Cambodia, Lao PDR and Myanmar are not referred to the MOU-ATD as they are deported under the MOUs that have been signed between Thailand and neighbouring countries. During this time, they will remain in detention or are referred to Detention Centre for Mothers and Children in Bang Khen or other shelters for women and children until they can be deported. Prior to the pandemic, the stay in the shelter would be relatively short, however during COVID-19 and border closures, there have been reports of migrant children and families staying for one to two months, or longer. Lastly, the MOU-ATD is not consistently implemented for Rohingya children, as described above.

Bail and Reporting
Thailand’s Immigration Act provides for the possibility of bond, security and reporting to “competent authorities,” as an ATD.280 In practice, bail and guarantors are used as the most frequent ATD for adult refugees, people seeking asylum, and those who have medical concerns or significant vulnerabilities— however, access to bail is limited, and in practice mainly available to detained persons in immigration detention in Bangkok, rather than in detention centres in provincial areas. Bail fees are THB 50,000 per adult, though NGOs, refugees and people seeking asylum have reported numerous instances of immigration authorities demanding bribes in connection with requests for bail.281 Bail is usually raised by civil society, refugee communities and private donors through fundraising initiatives, as people who seek bail often cannot afford these high costs (particularly as they have no legal right to work). Civil society also is required to act as guarantors before release is granted.282 Onerous, frequent reporting is often also required for people on bail.283

National Screening Mechanism
The Thai government is in the process of developing a National Screening Mechanism (NSM), through which a system would be developed to provide Protected Person Status for those unable to return to their country of origin for protection reasons.284 Although the NSM was due to be implemented on 22 June 2020, as of March 2022, the SOPs for the NSM are still pending the cabinet approval. It is a positive step that the Thai government is seeking to strengthen its screening processes, but many details remain unclear, including what protections those granted Protected Person status will be able to access, and whether they will be protected from arbitrary detention. It is also unclear whether groups who are currently under the responsibility of the National Security

279 CRSP, Submission to the Special Rapporteur on the Human Rights of Migrants: Ending Immigration Detention of Children and Seeking Adequate Reception and Care for Them
280 Immigration Act of Thailand, B.E. 2552 (1979), Section 19
282 CRSP, Submission to the Special Rapporteur on the Human Rights of Migrants: Ending Immigration Detention of Children and Seeking Adequate Reception and Care for Them
283 Refugee Rights Network in Thailand (RRN), Joint Submission Universal Periodic Review of Thailand, Thailand Cycle 3, 39th Sessions
284 The Council of State, Memorandum of the Council of State on the Draft of Regulation of the Office of the Prime Minister on the Screening of Aliens who Enter into the Kingdom and are Unable to Return to the Country of Origin B.E.2562 (2019). On 25 December 2019, the government enacted the ’Regulation of the Office of the Prime Minister on the Screening of Aliens who Enter into the Kingdom and are Unable to Return to the Country of Origin BE 2562, 25 Dec 2019
Council will be excluded from the NSM, for example, people fleeing conflict in Myanmar, as well as
Rohingya, Uyghurs, and North Koreans.285

**National Referral Mechanism**

In addition to the NSM, the Thai government has made progress with the development of a National
Referral Mechanism for Victims of Trafficking in Thailand (NRM), which is designed to function as
Thailand’s framework for the screening, identification, and referral of trafficking survivors, in
coordination with relevant authorities such as the MSDHS, Royal Thai Police, Immigration officials,
and the Ministry of Labour. The NRM focuses on both Thai and non-Thai nationals – including those
undocumented and who are trafficking survivors. A strategic document was developed to provide
guidance to the NRM, its structure and operationalization. In December 2021, the Division of Anti-
Trafficking in Persons established the National Steering Committee of the NRM to further guide the
development process. Despite this progress, the NRM is not yet developed and will require further
consultations and approval from the Thai Cabinet, including support for its operationalization.
Furthermore, civil society has criticised the functioning of the NRM as there are very limited
numbers of non-Thai trafficking survivors identified, arguably due to the cost implications of
assistance involved as government-identified trafficking survivors are entitled to shelter and
general protection support packages. Generally, the Government tends to privilege a criminal
justice approach to trafficking.

**Nationality Verification for Migrant Workers**

Recognising a need to promote regular labour migration pathways with Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar
and Vietnam, the legal framework on employment and management has been strengthened in
recent years. The Thai government established the One Stop Service (OSS) and the Management
Centre for Migrant Workers (MCMW) as a mechanism to regularise undocumented migrant
workers. The role of both authorities is to record personal data, coordinate with the health sector
for health examinations, and work with the Ministry of Interior (MOI) to issue legitimate residence
permits and cooperate with the Ministry of Labour (MOL) to issue work permits. All these functions
are known as the nationality verification (NV). During the period from 2016 to 2018, a total of
1,827,096 migrant workers came forward and completed their regularisation process.286 The
process however, has been prolonged as it involves several agencies under different Ministries
working under tight timelines, and limited staff and space due to the COVID-19 restrictions. Many
migrant workers are speculated to have fallen out of the process due to limited understanding of
the procedures with different agencies operating under different timelines, higher costs of
registration resulting from primarily health check, COVID-19 tests and in-country visa extension, as
well as failing to find new employers within the specified timeframe.

**Access to Rights and Services**

Refugees, people seeking asylum and undocumented workers (unless they access the NV), have
no legal right to work in Thailand. In theory, the Anti-Trafficking Persons Act of 2008 (ATPA)
provides that trafficking survivors can stay and work in Thailand for up to two years after the
completion of legal proceedings against their traffickers. Obtaining the necessary work permit to
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work outside of a shelter remains challenging for non-Thai trafficking survivors, particularly women.\textsuperscript{287}

Undocumented migrant workers who successfully undergo NV and obtain a work permit can access the Health Insurance Card Scheme (HICS), regulated by the Division of Health Economics and Health Security at the Thai Ministry of Public Health (MOPH).\textsuperscript{288} The HICS covers migrant workers in the informal sector from Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar and Vietnam. It provides comprehensive medical benefits at registered public hospitals, with the applicant needing to pay an annual premium, including health check expenses, for about USD 64. Therefore, the NV serves as a legalisation process with the health insurance card as a form of incentive. Despite this, barriers remain with migrants with irregular status reporting physical, cultural and legal barriers to health care, including language barriers, and fear of detention and deportation.\textsuperscript{289} Refugees and people seeking asylum are not able to access free public health care; they do not benefit from the social security schemes for migrants. There are however several NGOs and civil society organisations that provide such support.

While the Thai government provides some free legal aid services, such programmes do not cover irregular immigration and detention cases; instead, migrants, people seeking asylum and refugees depend heavily on civil society organisations for legal assistance.\textsuperscript{290} Art 14(3) ICCPR, Section 13 of the Thai Criminal Procedure Code stipulates that an accused person has the right to an interpreter during the investigation and court process. However, Thai NGOs have noted that people seeking asylum and refugees still depend on civil society organisations to arrange for interpreter services in court proceedings. MSDHS provides translation services though these are only provided to those at government-run shelters.

Under the 1999 Education for all Policy and 2005 Cabinet Resolution on Education for Unregistered Persons, every child is entitled to 15 years of free education, regardless of their legal status or nationality. However, many migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking children face challenges in accessing formal education due to language barriers and costs associated with schooling, as well as a fear of arrest and detention for being undocumented.\textsuperscript{291} In practice, access is limited by some local schools not permitting enrolment of non-Thai children. NGOs and faith-based organisations also offer classes, but these are not accredited. In May 2018, the Equitable Education Fund (EEF) was established, which aims to address inequities in education, and support the education of disadvantaged children, including migrant children in Thailand, as well as teachers and schools.\textsuperscript{292}

\textbf{Developments during COVID-19}

Between August 2020 and September 2021, the Thai Cabinet approved measures to extend work permits for migrant workers from Myanmar, Cambodia and Laos whose work permits were expiring.

\textsuperscript{287} Winrock International, \textit{Review of Models of Care for Trafficking Survivors in Thailand}, 2019
\textsuperscript{288} International Organisation for Migration (IOM), \textit{Thailand Social Protection Diagnostic Review: Social Protection for Migrant Workers and their Families in Thailand}, 2021
\textsuperscript{289} Chelsea Tao, Natalie Haleem, Amika Shah, Samrawit Lemma, \textit{Reaching Undocumented Migrants in the Midst of COVID-19}, Reach Alliance
\textsuperscript{290} Refugee Rights Network in Thailand (RRN), \textit{Joint Submission Universal Periodic Review of Thailand, Thailand Cycle 3, 39th Sessions}
\textsuperscript{291} UNHCR, \textit{Thailand Factsheet}, 30 September 2021
but were unable to return home due to travel restrictions. Work permits were extended in the first instance until 31 March 2022, and the Thai Cabinet on 15 March 2022, recently updated this to extend work permits for another two years until March 2024, subject to the validity of the migrant workers’ travel documents.293 However, NGOs also reported that the fees associated with renewing work permits, as well as other barriers in applying were likely to have deterred some workers from applying for the permits.

The Thai Cabinet also resolved on 28 September 2021 that it would allow undocumented migrant workers from Cambodia, Laos and Myanmar to regularise their status and work in the country legally for two years to curb the spread of COVID-19; migrants would be required to register online, and also be registered by an employer in order to receive a work permit until February 2023. Migrant workers first must undergo health checks at a cost of about THB 7,200.294

Migrants in an irregular status as well as refugees and people seeking asylum, including those in detention, have also been able to access free COVID-19 vaccines, as well as obtain medical treatment for COVID-19 in public hospitals.

There have been reports of a high number of releases from immigration detention during COVID-19, in an attempt to decongest the immigration detention centres. While immigration arrests continued during the pandemic, various stakeholders have observed that the rate of arrests has slowed considerably.295 At the same time, immigration authorities also relaxed restrictions on bail in 2021 after multiple outbreaks of COVID-19 in immigration detention centres.296

293 Thai PBS World, Cabinet Approves Two-Year Extension for Legal Workers from Neighbouring Countries, 15 Mar 2020
294 Ministry of Labour, Confirmation of the Cabinet Approval on Management of the Work of Foreigners of Three Nationalities (Cambodia, Laos and Myanmar) to Support the Control and Prevention of the Spread of the Coronavirus Disease 2019, 23 Sept 2021 [Thai]; Ministry of Labour, Migrant Workers of Three Nationalities under Exemption Criteria Following Cabinet’s Resolution Can Register Online Starting Today, 16 Jan 2021
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Basic Demographics

Bangladesh is a sending and receiving country for refugees and people seeking asylum. UNHCR data suggests that the vast majority of people seeking asylum in Bangladesh are Rohingya.\(^{297}\) As of February 2022, there were 923,179 Rohingya refugees in Bangladesh.\(^{298}\)

Bangladesh is also primarily a country of origin for migrant workers.\(^{299}\) Migrants with irregular status, other than people seeking asylum, are not a significant population in the country and there are no official statistics available for this population.

Who is at Risk of Immigration Detention?

All ‘foreigners’ are subject to the 1946 Foreigners Act, including refugees, people seeking asylum, and stateless persons.\(^{300}\) Section 3(1) states that the government of Bangladesh may regulate or restrict the entry of all foreigners,\(^{301}\) thus putting all non-citizens at risk of immigration detention and deportation. In Bangladesh, immigration violations are treated as criminal offences, therefore unpermitted entry/stay of non-citizens can be punished by imprisonment. As per section 14 of the 1946 Foreigners Act, immigration violations can be penalised with a maximum of five years of imprisonment and a fine. The treatment of detained persons is governed by the provisions under the Prisoners Act 1900, the Prisons Act 1894, Jail Code 1894, the Code of Criminal Procedure 1898, and the Special Act for Women Incarcerated in Prisons 2006.

However, the Children Act 1974 specifically provides that no child below the age of 9 years can be arrested under any circumstances.

Rohingya and other groups of people seeking asylum within Bangladesh are classified as “illegal” migrants as per the Foreigners Act (1946).\(^{302}\) The Government of Bangladesh is not a signatory to the 1951 Refugee Convention or its 1967 Protocol, nor is there national legislation on asylum. The government does not recognise Rohingya as refugees but rather “forcibly displaced Myanmar nationals.”

Who is Detained in Practice?

Detention of migrant workers for migration-related reasons appears to be rare and is not well documented as there is no detention centre set up solely for migrants with irregular status in Bangladesh.\(^{303}\) Those apprehended for breaching the immigration regulations will go through the criminal justice system and will be held at jails and prisons. However foreign nationals in the Bangladeshi prison system account for only 0.6% of the total carceral population.\(^{304}\) The
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Department of Prisons does not make statistics disaggregated by types of offence available to the public so there is no known information regarding the number of foreign nationals imprisoned for migration-related offences.

There are 33 refugee camps hosting over 923,000 Rohingya refugees across Cox’s Bazar. In addition, since 2020, the Bangladesh government has relocated approximately 20,000 Rohingya refugees to Bhasan Char, a remote island. Refugees located in both mainland camps and the Bhasan Char Island face severe restrictions of movement. Mainland camps are surrounded by barbed-wire fences and checkpoints built by the government in 2020 and 2021. Refugees relocated to the island cannot leave without the permission of Bangladesh authorities.

**Immigration Detention Infrastructure**

There is no detention centre set up solely for people with irregular status in Bangladesh. However Bhasan Char Island and the camp settlements in Cox’s Bazar apply significant restrictions on the movement of Rohingya refugees at these locations.

Detention of Rohingya refugees by law enforcement authorities can also take place in various circumstances and locations/facilities including at Dhaka International Airport, Bandarban, Rangamati, Comilla and Narayanganj. At the Dhaka International Airport, at times Rohingya refugees may be detained briefly either while trying to leave Bangladesh with documents that may be considered false or inadequate or upon arrival to Dhaka from third countries.

**Alternatives to Immigration Detention**

Laws and policies in Bangladesh do not specifically refer to ATD as there is no separate immigration detention regime distinguished from the penal system. The 1946 Foreigners Act provides alternative measures to imprisonment that can be read as a form of ATD. This includes restrictions on the place of residence and use of bond with or without sureties. In addition, Section 3(3) leaves the authorities a wide margin of discretion to make supplementary provisions. However, for the application of these provisions of the Foreigners Act, the law requires that the government communicates such an Order to the relevant authorities by Administrative Instructions/Orders. Since the August 2017 movement of refugees into Bangladesh, the Act has rarely been used for refugees and people seeking asylum.

The 2012 Prevention and Suppression of Human Trafficking Act prescribes that trafficking survivors shall not be subject to conviction or punishment under the Act or any other existing law. Therefore, trafficking survivors are legally exempted from any immigration penalties, however the authorities reportedly arrested and detained migrants who were survivors of sex trafficking for violating their visas due to inconsistent implementation of the trafficking victim screening mechanism.
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Access to Rights and Services

There is no law that regulates the administration of refugee affairs in Bangladesh or that guarantees the rights of refugees. The absence of a national legal and administrative framework for refugees and people seeking asylum leaves them exposed to serious protection risks.313 Rohingya in Bangladesh are required to live in refugee camps.314 Children within the refugee camps are banned from enrolling in local schools outside of the refugee camps but have access to informal education provided by humanitarian agencies within the camps. Since December 2021, under the approval of the Bangladeshi government, the pilot educational programme using the Myanmar national curriculum has been rolled out for a limited number of Rohingya children in camps. The pilot is expected to gradually expand its scope over the next few years.315

Rohingya refugees do not have the legal right to work within Bangladesh.316 The government, in general, does not provide any legal assistance or interpretation services for refugees. Exceptionally, the District Legal Aid Office (DLAO) in Cox’s Bazar provides ad-hoc legal aid to Rohingya refugees detained at Cox’s Bazar prison when the request for legal aid is received via prison authorities.317 Otherwise, UNHCR and its partners provide legal support, interpretation services and case management support to Rohingya refugees in Bangladesh.

Developments during COVID-19

The restriction on movement has become more severe for refugees since the COVID-19 pandemic as strict lockdown measures were imposed across the refugee camps.318 The government reportedly lifted COVID-19 related movement restrictions in and out of camps as well as between camps, however COVID-19 safety measures remain in place.319

UNHCR reported in December 2021 that the COVID-19 vaccination campaign is ongoing in refugee camps and over 300,000 refugees received their first dose of the vaccine while 33,386 have received their second dose. There have been 3,308 COVID-19 positive cases and 34 deaths in the camps since March 2020.320
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INDIA
INDIA

Basic Demographics

India has a long history of receiving a significant number of refugees and people seeking asylum from countries within the region and continues to host almost 170,000 Sri Lankan and Tibetan refugees registered directly with the government, in addition to approximately 44,000 other refugees, mostly from Myanmar and Afghanistan, registered with UNHCR India.\(^{321}\) As of 2019, Sri Lankan refugees are largely in 107 camps and in the community across Tamil Nadu, a southern state of India, while the majority of Tibetan refugees have settled in communities across the country.\(^{322}\)

India is also home to millions of migrant workers, the majority coming from Bangladesh, Nepal and Sri Lanka. They work primarily in informal sectors such as construction and domestic work and are often vulnerable to labour exploitation due to their precarious status.\(^{323}\) There are a significant number of trafficking survivors in India, mainly Nepalese and Bangladeshi women and girls in commercial sex.\(^{324}\)

Who is at Risk of Immigration Detention?

Three key national laws that govern the management of foreigners in Indian territory are the Foreigners Act of 1946, the Registration of Foreigners Act of 1939, and the Passport (Entry into India) Act of 1920. These laws provide the Central government with unfettered powers to make rules to penalise the entry and stay of foreigners without valid documents. Therefore, any non-citizen without documentation can be charged, convicted, and detained under Indian law. This can include people seeking asylum and refugees, migrants with irregular status, as well as children. Despite the Indian Penal Code stipulating that “nothing is an offence which is done by a child under seven years of age,”\(^{325}\) children reportedly can still be placed in jails and prisons with their incarcerated parents.

Who is Detained in Practice?

As of 2016, approximately 1% of people seeking asylum who enter India without valid travel documents were detained in border areas by border guards when they were apprehended before pursuing their asylum applications with either UNHCR or the Ministry of Home Affairs.\(^{326}\) For refugees in particular, Section 3(2)(e) of the Foreigners Act 1946 has been used to restrict their freedom. This provides for various means of restricting mobility, including residence requirements and furnishing proof of identity – however, this provision has been narrowly interpreted to restrict their freedom of movement within a cell in a detention centre.\(^{327}\)
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\(^{321}\) UNHCR, UNHCR Factsheet, Sept 2021
\(^{322}\) Ministry of Home Affairs, Annual Report 2019-2020
\(^{323}\) IOM, World Migration Report 2020, p.77
\(^{324}\) US State Department, Trafficking in Persons Report: India, 2020
\(^{325}\) Indian Penal Code, Section 82
\(^{326}\) UNHCR, UNHCR Submission on India: UPR 27th Session, Aug 2016
\(^{327}\) Information provided by a civil society organisation in India, Feb 2022
In 2017, an executive order was issued by the government, directing all enforcement authorities across the country to detect, detain, and deport refugees from the Rakhine State of Myanmar.\(^{328}\) Also, between 2018 and 2019, the government implemented the National Register for Citizenship (NRC) policy in the State of Assam\(^ {329}\) which aims to document legal citizens of India and identify, detain and deport "illegal migrants."\(^ {330}\) In 2019, the government released the final list of the NRC, which excluded nearly two million people living in Assam state.\(^ {331}\) Those excluded from the NRC are at risk of immigration detention, although the NRC exercise is not yet final and there is a right of appeal for those excluded.\(^ {332}\)

Migrant workers from neighbouring countries continue to be detained in jails and prisons for violating immigration regulations,\(^ {333}\) though the total number of migrants in custody across India is unknown.

Trafficking survivors are often confined in shelters for prolonged periods of time, which could amount to de-facto detention, as neither deportation nor repatriation of foreign trafficking survivors takes place within a short time frame due to bureaucratic barriers.\(^ {334}\) This is despite the Central government order in May 2012 stating that persons apprehended who have been discovered to be survivors of trafficking should not be prosecuted under provisions of the Foreigners Act and where a charge sheet has been filed, it must be withdrawn.\(^ {335}\) There are reports of Bangladeshi trafficking survivors staying in shelters in India for up to six years waiting for a repatriation order\(^ {336}\) despite the existence of Rescue, Recovery, Repatriation and Re-Integration (RRRI) Task Force between the governments of India and Bangladesh, a joint platform that facilitates rescue and repatriation of trafficking survivors.\(^ {337}\) This is due to the lengthy and complex approval system and lack of understanding of relevant actors on RRRI Standard Operating Procedures.

\(^{328}\) Ministry of Home Affairs, Order on identification of illegal migrants and monitoring thereof - regarding, 2017

\(^{329}\) Government of Assam, Office of the State Coordinator of National Registration (NRC)


\(^{331}\) Washington Post, In a corner of India 2 million risk becoming stateless after release of final citizenship list, Aug 2019

\(^{332}\) Ibid, for reporting on Assam government building new detention centres. See BBC, Assam NRC What next for 1.9 million stateless Indians?, Aug 2019 and The Wire, Detention, Criminalisation, statelessness: The Aftermath of Assam’s NRC, Sept 2019 for reports of people being detained as a result of NRC; The Economic Times, Assam Chief Minister Sarma says government wants old NRC reviewed, new one to be made, Mar 2022

\(^{333}\) See for example Indian Express, Migrant workers in Kerala end up in jails and mental hospitals, May 2017; and Firstpost, Invisibilised and incarcerated: Once migrants in search for better futures, Bangladeshi women now languish in jail-India News, Jul 2019
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\(^{336}\) US State Department, Trafficking in Persons Report: Bangladesh, 2021
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Immigration Detention Infrastructure

In India, detention for migration-related reasons can be both custodial\(^{338}\) and administrative\(^{339}\) as immigration violations are treated as criminal offences. Often people are kept in correctional facilities to ensure that they appear for trial while administrative detention is used as a measure to confine migrants with irregular status prior to their removal.\(^{340}\) The custodial authorities for administrative detention are the Foreigners Regional Registration Offices (FRRO) under the Ministry of Home Affairs. However, the state governments and Union Territories Administrations also set up and run their own holding centres. Prisons and jails are also under the authority of the state governments. Treatment of prisoners and management of correctional facilities are guided by the 2016 Model Prison Manual.\(^{341}\) The government issued the Model Detention Centre/Holding Centre/Camp Manual in 2019 which contains the rights that should be made available to persons in administrative detention nationwide.\(^{342}\) The Manual is not publicly available but some of its provisions can be found in court judgements.\(^{343}\)

There are no available data on the number of foreign nationals imprisoned for migration-related offences as the Ministry of Home Affairs does not make statistics disaggregated by types of offence committed by foreign nationals available to the public. As of December 2020, foreign nationals in the Indian prison system accounted for only 1% of the total carceral population.\(^{344}\)

Statistics related to populations in immigration detention are also unavailable as these numbers are not centrally maintained by the Ministry of Home Affairs but are managed directly by state governments who oversee detention centres in their states.\(^{345}\)

There are multiple laws, both Central and State, to regulate conditions of administrative detention and the period of detention prescribed under each differs, however, in practice there is often no time limit for the length of administrative detention in India.\(^{346}\) It is reported that while migrants with irregular status are detained in holding centres for the purpose of removal, it is often difficult to carry out deportation or repatriation in a short timeframe. As a result, people can be subject to administrative detention for an indefinite period of time.

India has also established a Foreigners’ Tribunal, a quasi-judicial body in Assam\(^{347}\) which aims to determine matters pertaining to citizenship in order to identify foreigners. As of February 2022, the

\(^{338}\) Foreigners Act, Section 3(2); Registration of Foreigners Act, Section 5; Passport Act, Section 3(3)

\(^{339}\) See Model Detention Centre/Holding Centre/Camp Manual Chapter 4, para 4.6 referenced in Suo Motu Writ Petition No.1 of 2019 in the High Court of Bombay at Goa, p. 17. This states that on completion of their sentence, the Jail authorities concerned may hand over the foreign national to the authority in charge of the detention centre.


\(^{342}\) The Print, Modi govt sets norms for ‘model’ detention camps to ensure dignity of ‘illegal foreigners’, Jul 2019

\(^{343}\) See for example, Suo Motu Writ Petition No.1 of 2019 in the High Court of Bombay at Goa. The judgement refers to the Manual from page 17 to 23.

\(^{344}\) As of Dec 2020, World Prison Brief: Bangladesh

\(^{345}\) Ministry of Home Affairs, Written submission to the parliamentary questions to the Ministry, July 2019

\(^{346}\) Information provided by a civil society organisation in India, Feb 2022

\(^{347}\) Established under the Foreigners (Tribunal) Order, 1964
state of Assam has more than 100 Foreigners’ Tribunals. When an individual residing in Assam is considered a suspected foreigner, they are requested to appear before the Foreigners’ Tribunal and present documents that can prove they were born in India and are descendants of persons who entered India before 24 March 1971. Those who fail to prove their Indian citizenship can subsequently face detention and deportation.

**Alternatives to Immigration Detention**

Indian law does not specifically mention ATD, but the Foreigners Act of 1946 provides that foreigners can enter into a bond with or without sureties. Those charged under the Act can also be released on bail. A broad reading of Section 3(2)(e) of the Act prescribing residence requirements, reporting requirements and other conditions could also be considered ATDs. In practice this section has been more often narrowly interpreted, particularly for refugees, and has been used to restrict their freedom of movement within a cell in a detention centre rather than being interpreted as conditions while residing in the community. Further, the benefit of judicial oversight and the bail opportunity prescribed under theForeigners Act are only applicable for those in criminal detention and do not extend to persons in administrative detention.

India, despite not being a state party to the 1951 Refugee Convention or its 1967 Protocol, allows UNHCR to conduct Refugee Status Determination (RSD) for people seeking asylum from non-neighbouring countries and Myanmar. People seeking asylum from neighbouring countries that directly share borders with India can approach the Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA) directly, though there is no clear policy guideline regarding RSD. Those refugees registered with UNHCR receive a UNHCR card that in principle serves as an ID card for refugees. MHA-registered refugees also receive a similar form of ID. These ID documents from the two agencies function as a form of ATD as they allow refugees to live in the community legally and provide access to public services. However in reality, the UNHCR card fails to provide complete protection from arrest and detention as such status is not well recognised by state authorities, in contrast to the ID document issued directly by MHA.

Tamil refugees from Sri Lanka are largely in designated refugee camps set up by the government. These camps are mostly open camps, meaning that those in the camps have the freedom to move in and out and pursue various educational and employment opportunities. The camp residents can leave during the day, go to work in the city, and return at night. They may also be allowed to live outside of the camps subject to reporting their presence to the local police station every month.

In 2015, the government allowed religious minorities from Afghanistan, Bangladesh and Pakistan who entered India before 31 December 2014 to apply for a Long Term Visa (LTV). This change
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in LTV policy provides a pathway to legalise certain groups of migrants with irregular status in the country.\textsuperscript{358} Once granted with a LTV, migrants are entitled to seek employment or study in any academic institution in India. However, the issuance of the LTV is reportedly arbitrary and restricted.\textsuperscript{359}

Most recently, the Indian government adopted the Citizenship Amendment Act (CAA) 2019, which paved the way for religious minority groups from Afghanistan, Bangladesh and Pakistan who entered India before 2015 to fast-track Indian citizenship. The CAA provides expedited pathways to attain a legal identity for some religious minorities from three countries, but it does not provide similar pathways for other groups; this exclusion of certain groups has been widely criticised.\textsuperscript{360} The CAA is currently being contested for its constitutionality at the Supreme Court with a decision pending.\textsuperscript{361}

**Access to Rights and Services**

In India, refugees and people seeking asylum have access to public health, education and legal aid however in reality, there are practical barriers to access these services due to the language barriers and lack of awareness of how to navigate the system.\textsuperscript{362} Another concern relates to approaching state authorities as refugees and people seeking asylum fear risk of arrest and detention. Migrants with irregular status do not have access to public services in general.

Tibetan refugees who are directly registered with MHA are allowed to work in India. They are either self-employed or assisted by an agricultural and handcrafts employment support scheme run by State governments.\textsuperscript{363} Other groups of refugees do not seem to enjoy this employment support and some refugees work in the informal labour market.

Children of migrants with irregular status, people seeking asylum, and refugees have access to birth registration and are entitled to free and compulsory primary education in India. The Right of Children to (Free and Compulsory) Education (RTE) Act 2009, stipulates that it is an obligation of the government to ensure that all children residing in India between the age of six to 14 have access to free elementary and secondary level education.\textsuperscript{364} Theoretically, this law has made it possible for all children with irregular status to access government schools on par with Indian citizens. However, in practice the implementation of RTE is inconsistent between the States and migrant children still experience difficulties accessing education.\textsuperscript{365}

Migrants, people seeking asylum, and refugees who are survivors of sexual and gender-based violence (SGBV) are not prohibited from seeking protection from relevant authorities, as relevant

\textsuperscript{358} The Economic Times, *India to allow minorities from Pakistan, Bangladesh to stay without papers*, Sept 2015
\textsuperscript{359} Shanker and Vijayaraghavan, *Refugee Recognition Challenges in India*, 2020, p. 26
\textsuperscript{360} There has been widespread public criticism of the exclusion of Muslim minorities in particular, as this is perceived as a violation of India’s secular constitution. See Migration Policy Institute, *A Proxy War on Minorities? India Crafts Citizenship and Refugee Policies through the Lens of Religion*, Apr 2020
\textsuperscript{361} India Supreme Court Observer, *Status Citizenship Amendment Act*
\textsuperscript{362} UNHCR, *UNHCR Submission on India: UPR 27th Session*, Aug 2016
\textsuperscript{364} Ministry of Education, *Press release on Right to Education of children of migration workers*, Jun 2019
\textsuperscript{365} The Times of India, *Always on the move: The troubling landscape of the right to education for migrant children in India*, Apr 2021
laws stipulate that they will apply to all those within the territory of India. While there is no specific law or policy to provide SGBV support to them, they are not excluded from national SGBV prevention and response mechanisms.\textsuperscript{366} Civil society members have also made an effort to support SGBV survivors; responding to the increasing SGBV cases during COVID-19 in particular, Talika Network, a network of NGOs, community leaders and volunteers formed in 2021, has released an app called Talika App that provides information for available services and support for SGBV survivors.\textsuperscript{367}

**Developments during COVID-19**

Following the COVID-19 outbreak, there have been reports of sporadic releases of people from places of detention in India as a way to urgently resolve overcrowding and reduce the risk of COVID-19 spread in isolated and congested detention facilities. For example, in April 2020, the Supreme Court of India called for the release of migrants with irregular status in Assam state and relaxed the conditions for their release.\textsuperscript{368} Unfortunately, this did not lead to systematic release of people across the country nor a moratorium on arrest and detention of migrants with irregular status. Authorities continued to arrest and detain individuals with irregular status in 2021. In early March 2021, an estimated 170 Rohingya refugees were arrested and subsequently detained in a holding centre. Despite several of them holding UNHCR cards, they were informed that they would be deported to Myanmar.\textsuperscript{369} There have also been reports of denial of bail and overcrowding of prisons during COVID-19. The Supreme Court of India refused to extend bail for those on release in March 2021.\textsuperscript{370}

In May 2021, the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare released the Standard Operating Procedures on COVID-19 Vaccination of Persons Without Prescribed Identity Cards\textsuperscript{371} to facilitate the vaccination of those not having one of the seven prescribed identity cards in their possession, including migrants with irregular status. UNHCR consequently released multiple communications within the community encouraging people seeking asylum and refugees to get vaccinated. Following this directive, various State governments also opened up vaccination sites for refugees, including the Government of the National Capital Territory of Delhi\textsuperscript{372} and the Government of Mizoram.\textsuperscript{373} As of September 2021, it was reported that 31,165 people seeking asylum and refugees have been vaccinated.\textsuperscript{374}
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MALDIVES
MALDIVES

Basic Demographics

The Maldives relies heavily on migrants to sustain its economy. In 2019, there were more than 63,000 migrants with irregular status in the Maldives, primarily from Bangladesh and India. Migrants work mainly in the construction and service sectors. The Maldives is also a destination country for human trafficking.\(^{375}\)

There is no known information regarding the number of people seeking asylum and their situation in the Maldives. UNHCR does not have a physical presence in the country, but its India country office covers the Maldives. In 2019, it reported that there is no regular information sharing platform established between the agency and the Maldives authorities.\(^{376}\)

Who is at Risk of Immigration Detention?

All non-Maldivian citizens without permission to enter, or whose entry permits have expired or been revoked can be subjected to detention and deportation. The Maldives Immigration Act 2007 (Article 29(a)) states that immigration authorities have the power to detain non-nationals who are denied entry at a place where the immigration officer “deems fit.” Immigration authorities can also detain migrants with irregular status who are already residing in the Maldives; under Article 21(d), immigration authorities can “arrange an accommodation” for a foreign national whose entry permit has been revoked but is unable to depart immediately.

There is no national legal or policy framework for people seeking asylum and refugees in the Maldives. This means that anyone seeking asylum in the country theoretically can be considered to have irregular status and is subjected to the same regulations under immigration laws.

Who is Detained in Practice?

Migrants who are detained in the Maldives are typically migrants with irregular status who are awaiting deportation or repatriation. It is reportedly common for migrant workers to be detained due to their own employers reporting them to the immigration authorities for deportation when the migrant workers lodge employment-related claims, especially regarding unpaid wages, to the relevant authorities.\(^{377}\) Some migrants may go through the criminal justice system if there are sufficient grounds to charge them with a criminal offence, however when this is not the case, they may simply receive a deportation order. Trafficking survivors have reportedly been detained for migration-related offences, despite the provisions of the Anti-trafficking Act 2013. This is due to the lack of an effective trafficking victim identification mechanism.\(^{378}\)

Though the relevant regulation seems to limit the length of detention to 15 days for the purpose of removal,\(^{379}\) there are reports of migrant workers being held in immigration detention centres for
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\(^{378}\) US Department of State, Maldives 2020 Human Rights Report, 2021, p. 24-25

\(^{379}\) The Edition, Detention Centre for Illegal Immigrants Opens, Apr 2019
weeks or sometimes years prior to deportation. Migrants in immigration detention do not have the means to challenge the legality of their detention as there is no judicial review of immigration detention.

**Immigration Detention Infrastructure**

There are two immigration detention facilities in the Maldives, namely, Malé Immigration Detention Centre and Hulhamale Detention Centre. Malé Immigration Detention Centre is managed by the Department of Immigration and Emigration and was the only detention centre in the country until 2019. The Hulhamale Detention Centre was opened in 2019 and this facility is managed by the Maldives Correctional Services. However some persons detained for migration-related reasons were also held in correctional facilities as well as in an unregistered facility of a State-owned company. Such informality of detention facilities was highlighted as a major concern by the UN Working Group on Arbitrary Detention in their December 2021 visit to the Maldives.

The size of the immigration detention population in the Maldives is unknown. The number of individuals who were denied entry and detained at the border entry points between 2014 and 2016 was 1,807 in total. This figure does not include those arrested and detained in the country; therefore, the number of people in immigration detention is likely much higher than the presented figure.

**Alternatives to Immigration Detention**

The Maldives Immigration Act 2007 does not provide for ATD. However, it appears that a migrant who is arrested and going through the criminal justice system may be eligible for conditional release while their case is awaiting court resolution if they are able to provide a local guarantor.

The Ministry of Economic Development has been implementing a regularisation scheme for migrant workers with irregular status in the Maldives which may protect them from immigration detention and deportation. There is no publicly available information regarding the details of the process, however the regularisation programme allows migrants to change their employers in case the employer is responsible for the irregular status. Under the scheme, migrant workers can legally stay in the country for a certain period of time while looking for a new employer. In 2018, it was reported that only few migrants were able to benefit from this scheme due to the lack of awareness, insufficient guidance and migrants’ distrust of authorities. More recently, the UN
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Special Rapporteur on Torture positively noted the on-going regularisation initiative by the government for migrant workers after his visit to the Maldives in November 2019.\(^{390}\)

The Maldives enacted the Anti-Human Trafficking Act in 2013, which provides a legal basis for non-detention of trafficking survivors\(^{391}\) as well as protection measures. Under this Act, trafficking survivors can obtain a legal permit to stay and work in the Maldives while waiting for their case to be resolved. Two trafficking survivors were granted this permit in 2020. Standard Operating Procedures on victim identification, shelter operations, and referral to victim services were drafted to operationalise the Anti-Human Trafficking Act, however they are yet to be formally adopted.\(^{392}\)

**Access to Rights and Services**

It is unclear to what extent the migrant workers have access to rights and public services when they are of irregular status or when they are registered under the regularisation programme mentioned above. In principle, it is the employer’s responsibility to provide basic health insurance to migrant workers\(^{393}\) however those in the regularisation programme do not have an employer. Migrants with irregular status do not have access to legal assistance and legal proceedings and communications are all conducted in Dhivehi without interpretation support.\(^{394}\)

According to the 2013 Anti-Human Trafficking Act, trafficking survivors can be identified and registered by the human trafficking department of the Maldives Police Service. The Act details the various services and supports that trafficking survivors are entitled to. This includes access to healthcare and counselling services, accommodation, an interpreter, and information on how to obtain legal assistance.\(^{395}\) The Act also states that the Ministry is responsible for appointing a legal guardian for unaccompanied children.\(^{396}\)

Despite legal provisions enabling access to rights and services for trafficking survivors, they are not always able to access these in practice due to insufficient victim identification mechanisms and resource constraints. A shelter for trafficking survivors was built in 2020-21 but is not yet operational.\(^{397}\)

**Developments during COVID-19**

The Maldives released some people from prisons and jails to reduce the risk of COVID-19 however it is unclear if those released to the community included persons detained for migration-related reasons.\(^{398}\)
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According to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the government deported Bangladeshi migrants with irregular status in April 2020.\textsuperscript{399} Large scale repatriation of migrants with irregular status continued in 2020,\textsuperscript{400} however it is not clear if the return of migrants was on a voluntary basis. The number of people in immigration detention has reportedly increased in 2021, possibly due to repatriations taking place as those who were returned were first detained.

Migrant workers, particularly those working at construction sites, who have lost their jobs or were unpaid during COVID-19 have reportedly become irregular as they have not been able to officially change employer as per the law. This has made them susceptible to arrest and detention.\textsuperscript{401}

In February 2021, the government of Maldives rolled out a COVID-19 vaccination programme that allows migrants with irregular status to receive vaccination free of charge and without discrimination.\textsuperscript{402}
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PAKISTAN
PAKISTAN

Basic Demographics
Over the years, Pakistan has hosted large numbers of voluntary and forced migrants from Afghanistan. Today, over 1.4 million registered Afghan refugees live in Pakistan, alongside some 840,000 Afghan Citizen Cardholders (ACC), as well as approximately 500,000 Afghans in an irregular status. There are also a small number of non-Afghan refugees and people seeking asylum in Pakistan, originating from countries such as Somalia, Iraq, Palestine and Iran.

While the movement of Afghans to Pakistan has mostly been as a result of war and instability, migration that has been circular and seasonal has also taken place between the two countries. Large numbers of Afghan migrants have historically travelled for economic reasons, as well as to seek healthcare in Pakistan. There are also large numbers of labour migrants from China, working in railways, construction, copper mining and energy sectors. There are an estimated one to two million Bangladeshi migrants who primarily live in Karachi.

Pakistan is considered to be a sending, transit and destination country.

Who is at Risk of Immigration Detention?
The regulation of entry, movement and removal of non-citizens in Pakistan is largely governed by the Registration of Foreigners Act 1930, the Foreigners Act 1946 (amended 2016), and the Registration of Foreigners Rules 1966.

The 1946 Foreigners Act grants the Federal Government with powers to make further provisions to prohibit, regulate and restrict the presence of non-citizens, particularly as it relates to entry, stay, and exit. The Registration of Foreigners Rules 1966 provides for the registration of non-citizens before the competent authorities, procedures for registration, as well as exemptions for certain classes of foreigners.

The penalty for knowingly entering Pakistan irregularly is imprisonment for up to 10 years, and a fine of up to 10,000 Rupees. Migrants accused of irregular entry cannot be released on bail if there are “reasonable grounds for believing that [they have] been guilty of such an offence.” Where migrants have been convicted and sentenced to imprisonment, they are also not to be released once having served their sentence. Instead, they are to be detained for a period not exceeding three months to facilitate their deportation. There have been reports however, that in
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practice this three-month period is not adhered to; foreigners imprisoned for illegal entry reportedly remain in prison long after they complete their sentences, because they cannot afford to pay for their fare home or have not had their nationalities confirmed, and not been provided with access to their diplomatic or consular authority.413

Migrants who are irregularly in Pakistan whose cases are still pending, or who are undergoing sentences of imprisonment may be permitted by the courts to be deported from Pakistan upon the consent or order of the government, though this is applicable only to non-citizens who are not required in connection with any other case. 414

Who is Detained in Practice?

Afghan Proof of Registration (PoR) and Afghan Citizenship Card (ACC) holders can legally reside on a temporary basis in Pakistan. Afghan refugees registered with UNHCR also have a temporary legal status, though this is not always respected (see further below). However, Afghans who have neither PoR, ACC or UNHCR registration are treated as migrants with irregular status and are liable to arrest, detention and deportation under the Foreigners Act.

The Pakistan government does not regularly publish data on the number of foreign prisoners across the country. A study conducted by the National Counter Terrorism Authority in 2018 reported that there were 1,117 foreign prisoners.415 In 2020, a study of the foreign prison population in Sindh province by the Committee for the Welfare of Prisoners-Legal Aid Office (CWP-LAO)416 found 289 foreign prisoners, with the largest represented nationality being Indians (215 persons) followed by Bangladeshis (41) and Afghans (22). Of the 289 foreign prisoners, 274 had been convicted of irregular border crossing offences.

The CWP-LAO reported the vast majority of irregular border crossing offences were attributable to Indian fishermen who inadvertently cross territorial waters while fishing; they are charged with a criminal offence and detained in prison until their cases are concluded.417 Other irregular border crossing offences were attributable to Afghans and Bangladeshi persons.

There are reports that Pakistan authorities regularly harass, arrest and detain Afghan refugees; UNHCR reported in January to August 2020 that there were 370 arrests and detentions of refugees.418 Since the attack by the Taliban on the Army Public School in Peshawar on 16 December 2014, Pakistani police have carried out raids on Afghan settlements, threatened, harassed, detained and beaten Afghan men, extorted bribes and destroyed their homes.419

414 Foreigners Act 1946, Section 14 (B)
415 NACTA, ICRC and CODE Pak, Addressing Overcrowding in Prisons by Reducing Pre-Conviction Detention in Pakistan, 2018
416 Committee for the Welfare of Prisoners-Legal Aid Office; The Plight of Foreign Prisoners in Sindh: A Fact Sheet, 2020
417 Ibid
419 Ibid
Immigration Detention Infrastructure

Persons arrested for immigration offences are detained in prisons managed by the governments of the provinces that they operate in. The National Commission for Human Rights (NCHR) has access to these detention facilities for monitoring purposes. Any jail or detention centre that is found to be vulnerable to human right violations may be visited by the NCHR, in accordance with Article 9(C) of the National Commission for Human Rights Act 2021. Prison conditions are reportedly very poor, with severe overcrowding.

Alternatives to Immigration Detention

Afghans in Pakistan have been able to legalise their migration status in several ways:

- In 2007, Pakistan, Afghanistan and UNHCR signed a tripartite agreement; under this, Afghan refugees were able to register and obtain a Proof of Registration (PoR) Card that would identify them as Afghan refugees. PoR card holders can remain temporarily in Pakistan and they enjoy freedom of movement.
- In 2017, the Pakistani government launched a further, six-month programme to register undocumented Afghans through the new Afghan Citizenship Card (ACC). This was open to all self-declared Afghans, though PoR card holders and single males under 18 were excluded. ACC card holders can also reside temporarily in Pakistan and have freedom of movement but have far less benefits than PoR card holders (see below).
- Many Afghans in Pakistan do not hold an ACC or a PoR, but some are registered with UNHCR. Through this, they can legally stay on a temporary basis in Pakistan though this is not always understood or respected by security forces.

In April 2021, the government with the support of UNHCR initiated a 'documentation renewal and information verification exercise (DRIVE)' to register Afghans and issue them with ID cards; this updated the data of some 1.4 million Afghan refugees and represented the first large-scale effort to verify the status of Afghans in Pakistan in the last decade. Refugees are given “smart identity cards” that will be valid until 30 June 2023; according to UNHCR, these cards contain biometric data, are technologically compatible with systems used in Pakistan to authenticate the identities of nationals and will give Afghan refugees “faster and safer access to health and education facilities, and to banking services.”

Access to Rights and Services

One-third of registered Afghan refugees live across 54 refugee villages, while the remaining two-thirds live in host communities in rural and urban areas and seek access to basic services in these communities.
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Afghan PoR holders have access to public health and education; they can rent property, open bank accounts, register births and can also attend universities though spaces are limited, and they often lack the means to do so.\textsuperscript{425} Afghan PoR holders cannot legally work, but many do so in the informal economy. Afghan ACC holders on the other hand, do not have access to public health services or public education. They also cannot legally work but many do so in the informal economy. Afghans registered with UNHCR can theoretically access health services and education, rent property and register births but in practice this requires UNHCR intervention and is unattainable for many.\textsuperscript{426}

The Afghan constitution provides for the free and compulsory education for all children between the ages of five and 16, regardless of their nationality. In practice however, access to schools is determined by the school principal and is dependent on available spaces. Most Afghans attend private Afghan schools or schools sponsored by the international community; for older girls, especially girls in refugee villages, access to education remains a challenge.\textsuperscript{427}

UNHCR provides refugees with free legal assistance through its advice and Legal Aid Centres operating in each of the four provinces.\textsuperscript{428} The Advice and Legal Aid Centre (ALAC) was opened in Peshawar to provide refugees with free legal advice, counselling, and legal representation.\textsuperscript{429} ALAC also assists refugees with international protection applications.\textsuperscript{430}

**Developments during COVID-19**

To mitigate the risk of COVID-19 spreading through the prison population in Pakistan, which includes non-citizens who were detained and imprisoned under the 1946 Foreigners Act, most provincial governments implemented measures to decrease the number of people in prisons.\textsuperscript{431} In March 2020; the Punjab and Sindh governments announced that they would be releasing 20,000 and 4,000 prisoners respectively, and the Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa government announced that prisoners would be released 60 days early.\textsuperscript{432} Also in March 2020, the Punjab government had begun bail applications for release for prisoners imprisoned for petty crimes and those aged 60 years and older.\textsuperscript{433} However, no government support was given to those released.
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TURKEY

Basic Demographics

As an important country of origin, transit and destination, Turkey has one of the world’s largest migrant populations.\(^{434}\) Turkey is also the world’s largest refugee hosting country, and at the end of 2021 there were over 3.7 million Syrians under Temporary Protection and over 330,000 international protection status holders and people seeking asylum of other nationalities.\(^{435}\) In 2021 alone, 29,256 people applied for international protection in Turkey.\(^{436}\) 75% of these international protection applicants were Afghans, followed by Iraqi (17%), Iranian (3.5%), and 4.5% were nationals of other states. In 2021, there were 162,996 migrants with irregular status apprehended in Turkey.\(^{437}\) However, the actual number of migrants with irregular status residing in Turkey is likely much higher than the apprehended number reported by the government, is likely to include more than one million unregistered Syrians.

Who is at Risk of Immigration Detention?

Law No. 6458 on Foreigners and International Protection (LFIP), which came into force in 2014 and which was most recently amended in 2019, is the main law governing immigration detention in Turkey.

By and large, any foreign nationals subject to a removal decision can be subject to administrative detention. Typically, foreign nationals apprehended by authorities for irregular entry, irregular presence or attempted irregular exit, or for other reasons listed in Article 54 of LFIP as grounds justifying removal, will be subject to administrative detention.

Article 57, which sets out the use of administrative detention for removal purposes, stipulates that the non-citizens for whom a removal decision has been issued can be detained pending deportation when:\(^{438}\)

- There is a risk of them absconding or disappearing;
- They have breached the rules of entry into and exit from to Turkey;
- They have used false or fabricated documents;
- They have not left Turkey after the expiry of the period granted to them to leave, without an acceptable excuse;
- They pose a threat to public order, public security or public health.

Administrative detention can be used for those seeking international protection also. According to Article 68 of the LFIP, detention of international protection applicants shall be “an exceptional action” and applicants may only be subject to administrative detention for the following reasons:

- For the purpose of determining their identity or nationality in case there is serious doubt as to the accuracy of the information provided by the applicant;
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• For the purpose of being withheld from entering Turkey in breach of terms and conditions of entry at the border;
• When it would not be possible to identify the elements of the grounds for their application without detention;
• When the person poses a serious public order or public security threat.

Article 58 states that foreign nationals who are subject to a detention order pending the enforcement of a removal decision shall be detained in facilities designated as “removal centres.” The continued necessity of the detention should be reviewed by authorities and reaffirmed on a monthly basis.439

According to the law, stateless people shall not be subject to deportation and therefore should not be at risk of detention.440 Unaccompanied asylum-seeking children under 16 years of age also should not be detained and should instead be placed in suitable accommodation facilities by the Ministry for Family and Social Policies, either in the care of their adult relatives or a foster family.441 Non-citizen unaccompanied children over 16 and families with children may be detained, but they must be accommodated in separate areas.442

Who is Detained in Practice?

It has been reported that people seeking asylum have been arbitrarily detained at the detention facilities at airports, although Turkish officials state that people seeking asylum in these facilities are free to leave Turkey at any time.443

The law provides that the detention of the asylum applicants should be an “exceptional action.”444 However in practice, when a foreign national is apprehended by authorities and expresses a request to apply for international protection, they will first be subject to a removal decision and administrative detention. If the individual then continues to express a request to apply for international protection, and where this request is duly processed and the international protection application is registered, s/he can be released though this is not guaranteed.445

There are reports that unaccompanied children often declare that they are over 18 in order to remain with the group they travelled with. This can lead to their detention.446 Identification of a child is reportedly an issue; when a detained child or their legal representative files a petition to be identified as a child, they are referred for “bone testing” – which in almost all cases results in them not being determined to be a child.447
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Moreover, unaccompanied children are reportedly kept in removal centres at the borders.448 During a 2016 visit to the Pehlivanköy Removal Centre on the part of Ambassador Tomáš Boček, Special Representative of the Secretary General (SRSG) on Migration and Refugees, the SRSG was told by the Turkish authorities that at the time of his visit there were no children in the centre. However, the SRSG visited rooms at random and stated that he had witnessed children in rooms within the removal centre. This suggests a discrepancy between reports provided by the authorities and the reality within detention facilities.449

Immigration Detention Infrastructure

Turkey, as of October 2021, operates 25 removal centres with a total capacity of 15,908.450 These removal centres are operated by the Presidency of Migration Management (PMM), a civilian agency under the Ministry of the Interior, formerly known as the Directorate General of Migration Management (DGMM). Statistics related to the detention population are not publicly available.

Turkey also manages detention facilities at airports such as Istanbul Airport, Istanbul Sabiha Gökçen Airport, Ankara Esenboğa Airport, and the Izmir Adnan Menderes Airport, for non-nationals who have been refused entry into the country.451 Police stations are also utilised for short-term detention of non-citizens prior to transportation to removal centres, although they may not be detained for longer than 48 hours.452

When it comes to removal procedures, administrative detention has a six-month time limit in Turkey, however authorities have the discretion to extend it for up to another six months where they consider additional time is required for the completion of the on-going removal proceedings.453

Alternatives to Immigration Detention

New amendments to the LFIP adopted by Law No. 7196 in December 2019 included changes to Article 57 governing pre-removal detention and created the newly added Article 57(A). This for the first time introduced the concept of “Alternatives to Detention” into Turkish law and provided a legislative basis for the implementation of a selection of alternative measures on foreign nationals subject to removal decisions who could otherwise be subject to pre-removal detention. Seven specific alternatives are included in the law:454

1. residence at a specific address
2. working on a voluntary basis in public benefit services
3. reporting duties
4. family based return
5. return counselling
6. financial guarantees
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454 Ibid, Article 57(a)
7. electronic monitoring

These alternative measures cannot be applied to a person for longer than 24 months, and non-compliance may be grounds for detention at a removal centre.\footnote{Ibid} The lack of an implementation regulation to accompany this new law has meant that at the time of writing, these measures have not been formally implemented in practice; however, during 2020, there was an increase in the use of reporting duties and residence at a specific address.\footnote{European Council on Refugees and Exiles, Alternatives to detention, last updated Jan 2022} These two alternative measures were in fact already being used on discretionary basis in the period before the 2019 legislative amendment. With the amendment in place, they can now be used more widely and with the benefit of written communication of the measure to the persons concerned. However, due to the continued absence of the awaited implementing regulation, it remains unclear in what circumstances and per which criteria ATD referral decisions are by the authorities.

The Turkish government has worked in collaboration with IOM and UNHCR on several initiatives surrounding ATD. These have centred on strengthening the ATD framework and supporting Turkey's compliance with international and European standards.\footnote{In 2020, IOM initiated a consultation project with the Turkish government on ATD, entitled “Supporting Directorate General of Migration Management (DGMM) to Develop Alternatives to Immigration Detention (ATDs) System in Turkey” and funded by the Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherland, see IOM, Turkey’s First Standalone Project on Alternatives to Immigration Detention was Finalized, 2021. In May 2021, another larger-scale EU-funded technical assistance project in support of the Turkish government co-led by IOM and UNHCR Turkey was launched. The project is entitled “Supporting Removal Centres’ Capacities and Fostering Alternatives to Detention”. The project focuses on improving compliance with international and European standards by strengthening access to rights and services in removal centres, enhancing procedural safeguards and fostering alternatives to detention in line with latest legislative amendments} 

Access to Rights and Services

Article 89 of the LFIP stipulates that applicants or “conditional” refugees can apply for a work permit, although this can only be applied for at least six months after their application for international protection has been lodged.

A person who has been granted refugee status within Turkey is granted access to employment and the opportunity to run their own business.\footnote{Law No. 6458 on Foreigners and International Protection, Article 87} This access is not impeded by any other migration laws that may prohibit or limit access to the workforce for migrants.\footnote{Ibid} Article 89 also states that applicants, those who have been granted international protection, and their family have access to primary and secondary education.\footnote{Ibid, Article 89}

Those who have been granted international protection and their families are also granted access to healthcare. Article 89 LFIP stipulates that persons who do not have health insurance and are not
in a financial position to afford health insurance will have access to healthcare, as set out in the Social Security and Universal Medical Insurance Law.

Article 70 LFIP gives people seeking asylum access to translation and interpretation services during their asylum application, registration, and interview. However, in practice these services have been found to be insufficient due to a lack of interpreters and a low quality of interpretation provided, as well as concerns about whether the translated documents are kept confidential.

During the asylum application and interview process, applicants are expected to pay for their own legal services. Where they cannot afford their own legal fees, legal aid may be requested from the courts. However, in practice most people seeking asylum are unable to access free legal assistance during their initial claim and many struggle to access free legal assistance on appeal. Several NGOs also provide free legal assistance to people seeking asylum, refugees and migrants.

Unaccompanied children should, as per the Turkish Civil Code, be assigned a guardian ("vesayet").

**Developments during COVID-19**

In early 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic led to a substantive reduction in the use of immigration detention. With few exceptions, the vast majority of detained persons were released from removal centres across the country; this was because travel restrictions made returns impossible. As referred to earlier, there was an increase in the use of the alternative measures of reporting duties and residence at a specific address during 2020, even though no guidance was given for how to implement these measures.

While arrest and detention began increasing from 2021 and removal centres have resumed full capacity operations, authorities reportedly continue to use the mentioned two alternatives in selected cases.

---
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AZERBAIJAN
AZERBAIJAN

Basic Demographics

Azerbaijan is a country of origin, transit and destination. At the end of 2020, there were some 1,582 refugees, 48 people seeking asylum, and 3,585 stateless persons in Azerbaijan.\(^{472}\) The country is a common destination for refugees from nearby regions, such as Afghanistan, Chechnya, Iran and Pakistan. Often, they continue from Azerbaijan to other countries, for example the Russian Federation or the European Union, sometimes using Russia as a transit route to the EU.\(^{473}\)

In terms of migrants with irregular status, in 2016 more than 26,000 cases of irregular stay were recorded, of which 70% of these persons received orders to leave the country within 48 hours, 21% were forced to return and the remaining 9% were cases of legalisation of residence; the main countries of origin were the Russian Federation, Turkey and Georgia.\(^{474}\) As these figures relate to migrants who come to, and bring themselves to, the notice of the authorities, it is likely that the numbers of migrants with irregular status are much higher.

Who is at Risk of Immigration Detention?

Azerbaijan’s Migration Code 2013 provides for two categories of detention: ‘forced detention’ and ‘voluntary detention’. Article 80 provides that forced detention can be used for any foreigner or stateless person who is required to leave the country, but who either does not leave, or if there are sufficient grounds to presume that they would evade departure. There are time limits on the use of forced detention: court approval is required to extend an initial period of 24 hours of detention and there are subsequent time limits on court-approved detention orders up to a maximum of six months.\(^{475}\) Persons subject to forced detention are also provided with the legal right to challenge the legality and validity of their detention.\(^{476}\)

In the case of ‘voluntary detention’, foreigners can apply to be voluntarily placed in a detention facility when they apply for asylum, for up to a maximum of three months.\(^{477}\) Refugees can also apply for voluntary detention where they require accommodation until they secure employment or residence, for up to a maximum of three months.\(^{478}\) Voluntary detention is also applicable to people due for deportation who do not have a place of residence in the country, or funds to meet their minimum needs.\(^{479}\)

Although termed “voluntary,” there is evidence to suggest that this remains a form of detention, although less restrictive. The Migration Code (Article 88.0.1) states that a person voluntarily placed in an immigration detention centre has the right “to leave the Centre and return there.” However the
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Guidelines on Managing Detention Centres for Irregular Migrants under the State Migration Service of the Republic of Azerbaijan indicate quite severe restrictions on liberty.\(^{480}\) For example, para 3.7 provides for a “daily 3 (three)-hour walk in a designated outdoor area of the Centre’s courtyard.” Para 3.11 states that records shall be made in the logbook on the basis of permits presented by every foreigner placed voluntarily who enters and exits the centre through the checkpoint located at entrance to the centre. There is no indication on what grounds a migrant may obtain that ‘permit’ to exit the centre. This indicates that ‘voluntary detention’ is a form of controlled stay, with significant restrictions on freedom of movement - this even though placement in these detention centres is at the request of the individual. People seeking asylum and refugees do not have the option to stay at other places such as State or community-run shelters.

The Migration Code also provides that children, both unaccompanied and accompanied, can be detained. Article 84.3 provides for children to be detained separately from adults, while Article 84.4 states that boys under 12 can be detained with their mothers.

**Who is Detained in Practice?**

Migrants with irregular status who either fail to leave the country within the time limits prescribed and/or who are deemed to be at risk of absconding, are subject to forced detention. Migrants with irregular status who are without the means to leave the country or meet their minimum needs can elect for ‘voluntary detention’.\(^{481}\)

People seeking asylum who are forcibly detained are those facing extradition or cases involving allegations of threats to national security. In practice, only people seeking asylum in situations of vulnerability can access ‘voluntary detention,’ and those who are recognised as refugees can apply for a three-month extension to remain in the immigration detention centre. Most people seeking asylum choose to live outside the detention centres, as they are far from the cities.\(^{482}\)

Children and families are detained but only in the voluntary accommodation section of the detention centre. There are no reports of children and families being subjected to forced detention in 2020 and 2021. Unaccompanied children are not detained in the immigration detention centres.

A total of 5,011 foreigners and stateless persons were reportedly detained between 2013-2018 and the first half of 2019; of these 4,491 were in ‘voluntary detention’ and 720 in ‘forced detention’.\(^{483}\)

**Immigration Detention Infrastructure**

There are three immigration detention centres in Azerbaijan, run by the State Migration Service: (i) Baku City Detention Centre, with a capacity for 150 persons in voluntary detention, and 10 in forced detention; (ii) Yevlakh City Detention Centre, with a capacity for 120 persons in voluntary detention, and 16 in forced detention; and (iii) Nakhichevan City Detention Centre, with a capacity for 19 persons in voluntary detention, and one in forced detention.\(^{484}\) Nakhichevan City Detention Centre is in a remote area that can only be accessed by aeroplane. There is insufficient independent data
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on conditions in these immigration detention facilities. Recent reports indicate that the Baku City Detention Centre was recently renovated to improve conditions, and the detention centre has child-friendly rooms where toys and books are available.

**Alternatives to Detention**

Azerbaijan’s legal or policy framework does not make explicit reference to ATD.

However, as noted above, the legal and policy framework permits people seeking asylum to remain in the community if they have adequate resources to meet their minimum needs and the minimum needs of their family members. Migrants with irregular status can also remain in the community if they have adequate resources for accommodation and subsistence and if they are not considered to be at risk of absconding.

People seeking asylum in Azerbaijan are entitled to receive a document that certifies their status and protects them from deportation. Since 2019, this document is usually issued within 24 hours, and is valid for the duration of the Government’s consideration of their asylum application, including judicial appeals.

The Migration Code (Article 45.0.9) also provides that full-time education in secondary school and institutions of higher education and technical schools are grounds for the issuance of a temporary residence permit to foreigners and stateless persons. However, the UN Committee on Migrant Workers has noted its concern that despite this provision in the Migration Code and the assurances by the government of firewalls between the Ministry of Education and the State Migration Service, parents with an irregular migration status do not send their children to school for fear of detection, detention and removal by the authorities. The Committee also noted concerns over the lack of information about the enrolment rates of children of migrant workers in an irregular situation.

**Access to Rights and Services**

Refugees and people seeking asylum have the legal right to work in Azerbaijan and are exempt from the requirement to obtain a work permit pursuant to Article 64.0.15 of the Migration Code. This right to work is enjoyed in practice.

Non-nationals and stateless persons (including refugees and people seeking asylum) can access medical care free of charge in public health-care institutions. However, the UN Committee on Migrant Workers has expressed concern over the lack of information on access to medical care for migrant workers in an irregular situation.

Although the Migration Code provides for a right to free legal advice and assistance (Article 86.0.11), free legal aid is not provided by the State; instead, UNHCR and NGOs provide and fund legal assistance to people seeking asylum. The right to free interpretation is contained in the Migration Code (Articles 94.2, 79.7 and 90.6.3) and is exercised in practice.
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**Developments during COVID-19**

During COVID-19, forced immigration detention and deportations were temporarily suspended from the date of the application of the special quarantine regime on 24 March 2020. This included suspension of detention and deportations for persons refused refugee status or migrants whose employment contracts were not extended and whose residence permits had lapsed. Temporary stay permits were automatically extended without the need for administrative procedures or documentation.⁴⁸⁸
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GEORGIA
Basic Demographics

In recent years, the migration profile of Georgia has changed from being a country primarily of origin and transit, to also being a country of destination for migrants.489 In 2019, 42,386 migrants entered Georgia, with the largest number of migrants coming from Russia, followed by Iran, Azerbaijan and Turkey.490 However this number is not disaggregated by the types of migration and does not include migrants with irregular status whose number is unknown.491

As of December 2019, Georgia was hosting 504 refugees, 593 people in refugee-like situations, 1126 people seeking asylum, 559 stateless persons and 856 humanitarian status holders.492 Of the people seeking asylum in Georgia, the majority are nationals of Iran, Egypt, India, Russia, and Turkey.493 Georgia also has a large population of internally displaced persons; as of December 2019, this stood at 286,216 people.494

Who is at Risk of Immigration Detention?

Conditions for the use of immigration detention are set out in the Law of Georgia on the Legal Status of Aliens and Stateless Persons, 2014 (‘the Aliens Act’). Chapter 11, Article 64 states that non-nationals may be detained for the purpose of removal, in temporary holding facilities or temporary accommodation centres until such time as a decision has been made on whether they will be removed.495

Non-citizens without a valid visa may be detained for the following reasons:496

- it is not possible to identify the person;
- there is a risk that the person will be non-compliant;
- the person has not met the conditions placed upon their alternative to detention;
- the person is a risk to the state/public or themselves; required to enforce a removal order; or,
- it is necessary to ensure the person attends their court hearing.

These reasons are further enforced in the 2018 Law on International Protection which also adds that detained people seeking asylum must be detained separately from people who have been detained as a result of other crimes.497
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The Aliens Act also limits the time that a person suspected of immigration crimes can be detained. Persons may be detained for up to 48 hours at a temporary holding centre before they are brought before a court where a decision on their transfer to a temporary accommodation centre will be made. Once placed at the temporary accommodation centre, an individual can be held for a period of not exceeding three months. However, a court may permit an extension of this decision for an additional six months. If the non-citizen has not been deported by the end of this timeframe, they must be released.

The Aliens Act does not expressly prohibit the immigration detention of children but stipulates that the detention of unaccompanied minors should only occur “in extreme cases and for as short a period of time as possible, bearing their best interests in mind.” Instead, children should be referred to the child protection authorities and appointed a guardian/caregiver.

Who is Detained in Practice?
As of 2018, there were 18 non-citizens detained in Georgia’s sole immigration detention centre. Of these 18 detained persons none of them were people seeking asylum; 16 were men and two were women. No children were detained at this time. The average time for detention of these persons was between 1.5 and two months. In June 2021, there were reportedly only three remaining people detained in the immigration detention centre due to the releases that had taken place due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Immigration Detention Infrastructure
The Migration Department of the Ministry of Internal Affairs manages the Temporary Accommodation Centre in Tbilisi, which is the only immigration detention facility in Georgia. This facility is divided into three parts: 1) for adult men (capacity of 45), 2) for adult women (capacity of 45), and 3) for families with children (capacity of six).

The conditions of this facility were described by a Council of Europe delegation as being very good, and the activities offered were adequate. Those detained were also given relevant legal information and translation/interpretation services were available. However, many of those detained were not well-informed of their rights.
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Alternatives to Immigration Detention

Article 65 of the Aliens Act explicitly provides for ATD, enabling a court to determine whether to place a non-citizen in alternative measures, rather than an temporary accommodation centre.\textsuperscript{508} The maximum timeframe for an alternative measure is three months, and these alternatives include regular reporting to a police station (no more than twice a week), a citizen of Georgia acting as guarantor for the non-citizen, or a bank guarantee of at least GEL 1000 or a certificate of regular income, and bail with the maximum amount being GEL 2000.\textsuperscript{509}

The Public Defender of Georgia has expressed concerns that alternative measures are not applied sufficiently in practice, as a result of the Migration Department failing to apply to the courts to suggest the use of an alternative. Of 87 non-citizens detained in 2018, for instance, only four benefited from alternative measures; in 2019, 88 non-citizens were detained, and alternatives were applied in just one case.\textsuperscript{510}

However, more recently, Georgia has stepped up in their efforts to utilise ATD; in June 2021, the government officials from the Migration Department of the Ministry of Internal Affairs participated in an ATD training that was hosted by International Detention Coalition and IOM Georgia.\textsuperscript{511}

Access to Rights and Services

The Law on International Protection: Chapter VII - Rights and Obligations of Asylum Seekers, Refugee or Humanitarian Status Holders, and Persons under Temporary Protection, allows people seeking asylum access to work, healthcare, and free legal aid during their asylum application, as well as access to free interpretation services.\textsuperscript{512}

In particular, Chapter VII (Article 56(m)) states that people seeking asylum are granted the right to work either as employed by another person or by owning their own business. Chapter VII (Article 56(j)) grants people seeking asylum equal access to healthcare as citizens of Georgia. Chapter VII (Article 56(c-e)) grants people seeking asylum access to free interpreters (of the same gender) during their interviews and asylum procedure, and free legal assistance during their asylum application.

The extent to which non-citizens can enjoy these rights in practice is unclear, however UNHCR has expressed concern regarding the non-issuance of identification cards for people seeking asylum as this can jeopardise their access to the rights laid down in law.\textsuperscript{513}
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\textsuperscript{508} Law of Georgia on the Legal Status of Aliens and Stateless Persons 2014, Chapter XI, Article 64. Note that ATD are referred to as “alternative measures to the accommodation of aliens at a temporary placement centre.”

\textsuperscript{509} Ibid

\textsuperscript{510} Public Defender of Georgia, \textit{On the Situation of Protection of Human Rights and Freedoms in Georgia,} 2019

\textsuperscript{511} IOM, \textit{Officials of the Migration Department of the Ministry of Internal Affairs study alternative measures to migrant detention,} Jun 2021; IDC, \textit{Training Georgia’s Migration Department on Engagement-based ATD,} Sept 2021

\textsuperscript{512} Law on International Protection 2018, Article 56(m),(j),(e)

\textsuperscript{513} UNHCR, \textit{UNHCR Submission for the Universal Periodic Review - Georgia - UPR 37th Session,} 2020
Developments during COVID-19

Between 21 March and 22 May 2020, during a national state of emergency, a moratorium was placed on new immigration detention, alongside temporary suspension of deportation. The state also declared that persons who were legally residing in Georgia on 14 March 2020 (shortly after the pandemic was declared), but subsequently were remaining in the country in an irregular status due to being unable to leave, would be considered to hold legal status until such time as flights were resumed. Once flight restrictions were lifted, these measures ended. However as a result of the moratorium and the release, there were reportedly only three remaining people detained in the country’s only detention centre in June 2021.
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KAZAKHSTAN

Basic Demographics

Kazakhstan is a country of origin, transit and destination. In 2019, Kazakhstan hosted 3,705,556 international migrants with 83% originating from countries from the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) while 17% came from non-CIS countries such as China, Turkey, and South Korea.517 There are a large number of migrants in an irregular situation in Kazakhstan: according to the Ministry of Internal Affairs, officially registered migrant workers accounted for less than 10% of the total number of working migrants from CIS countries in Kazakhstan.518 Kazakhstan has seen a growing demand in recent years for highly skilled labour in agriculture and construction, as well as unskilled labour in agriculture and construction.519

As of December 2021, there were 354 refugees in Kazakhstan (327 Afghans, 14 Syrians, 13 others), 319 people seeking asylum (287 Afghans, 12 Syrians, 20 others), and a total stateless population of 7,831 (6,778 stateless persons registered by the Government and 1,053 persons with undetermined nationality registered by UNHCR partners).520

Who is at Risk of Immigration Detention?

People at risk of immigration detention in Kazakhstan are those who are liable for administrative expulsion, who have breached migration laws, and people who have "illegally crossed the border."521

Detention for the purposes of administrative expulsion is provided for in several laws. The Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan on Migration of Population522 enables the detention of persons with irregular status in "special institutions of the internal affairs bodies," to effect their removal from the Republic of Kazakhstan, [...] for a period of no more than thirty days.523 The Decree on Legal Status of Foreign Citizens in the Republic of Kazakhstan provides grounds for the removal of foreign citizens,524 and detention is allowed for the period necessary to effect removal.

Article 517 of the Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan "On Administrative Infractions" 2014 states that a foreigner or stateless person who does not leave the country after the expiry of their period of legal stay can be fined if the overstay is up to 10 days. After 10 days, they may be subject to a

517 Vatican Migrant & Refugees Section, Migration Profile: Kazakhstan
518 International Federation of Human Rights (FIDH), Migrant Workers in Kazakhstan, No Status, No Rights, Sept 2016
519 Vatican Migrant & Refugees Section, Migration Profile: Kazakhstan
520 UNHCR Fact Sheet: Kazakhstan, Dec 2021
521 The Criminal Code of 2014, Article 392, provides for punishment by fine or one year’s imprisonment followed by deportation, for someone who intentionally enters Kazakhstan through "illegal crossing". This is apparently quite rare, as most people arrive in Kazakhstan with visas.
522 The Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan on Migration of Population, Article 60
524 Decree of the President Republic of Kazakhstan having the force of law No. 2337 of 19.06. 1995 “On legal status of foreign citizens in the Republic of Kazakhstan”. Grounds for deportation include if their actions contradict national security or public order, if necessary for the protection of health and morality, or if they have violated legislation on the legal status of foreign citizens.
fine or administrative expulsion. Persons who violate their visa conditions or do not hold valid work permits are liable to be fined or detained for up to 10 days, or subject to administrative expulsion.

**Who is Detained in Practice?**

In practice, immigration detention is used for people who are due for administrative expulsion, and people who have “illegally crossed the border.”

In general, children (unaccompanied or children in families) are not detained in immigration detention facilities. However, in practice, unaccompanied children are placed in “Minors/Child Adaptation Centres.” Minor/Child Adaptation Centres are reportedly semi-closed institutions, where there are restrictions on freedom of movement, and which could amount to an alternative form of detention. According to the NGOs which monitor temporary detention facilities, some children who do not disclose their age and who do not have documents, can be placed in an adult reception centre. Once identified as a child, they would be sent to a Minor/Child Adaptation Centre.

Data on the numbers of people in immigration detention are not published regularly, nor disaggregated. In 2020, 20,500 violators of the migration law were identified in the Republic of Kazakhstan and 1,800 foreign nationals were deported from the country.

**Immigration Detention Infrastructure**

There are four “special reception centres,” in Almaty, Nur-Sultan, Pavlodar and Atyrau. A special receiving centre is a special institution of the internal affairs bodies intended for the reception and detention of persons who have been subjected to administrative arrest, and for foreigners, and stateless persons subject to forced expulsion.

Conditions in the detention centres are reportedly poor, with reports of overcrowding, poor protection against the elements, and no bedding.

Kazakhstan has ratified the Optional Protocol to the Convention against Torture (OPCAT) and has established a National Preventive Mechanism.

**Alternatives to Immigration Detention**

Kazakhstan law provides that the following groups cannot be subject to administrative detention: pregnant women, women with children under the age of 14, children under the age of 18, persons
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with disabilities, women over the age of 58, men over the age of 63, and men who are alone with their children under the age of 14.\textsuperscript{529}

People seeking asylum and refugees are not detained, pursuant to the 2009 Law on Refugees.\textsuperscript{530} Applications for asylum are submitted to the Office for the Coordination of Employment and Social Programs\textsuperscript{531} who then register people seeking asylum and issue them with a certificate, providing them with the right to stay in the country while their claims are being assessed. Decisions must be made within a maximum of one year from the date of registration of the asylum application; people conferred refugee status are issued with a certificate for at least one year, and if circumstances in the country of origin are unchanged, refugee status can be extended for further one-year periods and repeated indefinitely as needed. Refugees have the right to stay and have freedom of movement within the country.

The 2009 Law on Refugees also gives people seeking asylum the right to apply for refugee status through consular bodies of the Republic of Kazakhstan. The Law on Refugees states that if a person seeking asylum has not yet arrived in Kazakhstan, they may submit an asylum claim in writing, in person or through an authorised representative to the diplomatic representation or consular agency of the Republic of Kazakhstan. The diplomatic representation or consular agency of the Republic of Kazakhstan then remits the refugee claim to the authorised body through diplomatic channels. Although it is not clear whether this is used in practice, the inclusion of this right in the Law on Refugees can help to protect people seeking asylum from holding irregular status.

In October 2020, the Ministry of Internal Affairs launched a country-wide identification and documentation campaign to map and address statelessness. Within the first year, more than 6,000 people of undetermined nationality were registered, of which close to 5,000 were provided with documentation: 3,400 received Kazakhstan citizenship while 1,600 obtained stateless certificates.\textsuperscript{532}

In 2019 Kazakhstan amended its Code on Marriage and Family to ensure that all children born in the country are registered at birth and issued birth certificates, regardless of the legal status of their parents.

\textsuperscript{529} Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan “On Administrative Infractions” 2014, Article 50. The Supreme Court of Kazakhstan has also determined that administrative detention is to be used by the courts in exceptional cases and another type of administrative penalty must be imposed on persons to whom administrative detention cannot be applied.

\textsuperscript{530} The Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan on Refugees 2014, Articles 8 and 10.

\textsuperscript{531} By the Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan dated December 30, 2021 No. 95-VII “On Amendments and Additions to Certain Legislative Acts of the Republic of Kazakhstan on the introduction of a new regulatory policy in the field of entrepreneurship and the redistribution of Certain functions of the internal Affairs bodies of the Republic of Kazakhstan”, the functions of the authorised body on refugees were transferred from the internal affairs bodies to local executive bodies (Department of Employment and Social Programs). The Ministry of Labour and Social Protection of Population of the Republic of Kazakhstan, represented by the Committee of Labour, Social Protection and Migration, is the responsible body implementing state policy in the field of migration.

\textsuperscript{532} UNHCR, Statelessness in Kazakhstan: Analysis of National Legislation, Dec 2021
Access to Services

According to Kazakhstan’s ‘Code on Public health and the Health System’, migrants with legal status can access free medical care, only in the case of infectious diseases which represent a danger to public health. Migrants who are nationals of CIS countries can access free medical assistance in the case of an emergency, regardless of their migration status. Otherwise, migrant workers only can access paid healthcare. While the EEU framework provides for Kyrgyz migrants and their family members with legal status to access healthcare on an equal footing and under the same conditions as Kazakh citizens, in practice, most Kyrgyz migrants do not have employment contracts and are only entitled to emergency assistance as a result of being nationals of a CIS country.  

For migrants in an irregular status, there are financial barriers in accessing healthcare, as well as the fear of arrest due to their irregular status. There are also practical barriers: Kazakhstan has a system of registration to manage access to social services under which all individuals are allocated an individual identification number (IIN); many migrants in an irregular situation do not have an IIN and while the number is not necessarily a prerequisite to receiving healthcare, in practice some hospitals can refuse to provide free healthcare if migrants do not have an IIN. Kazakhstan also has a system of compulsory social health insurance, accessible only to foreigners and stateless persons permanently residing in Kazakhstan. Insurance payments must be made in accordance with the Law on Compulsory Social Health Insurance, and in order to make contributions, an individual is required to have an IIN.

The 2009 Law on Refugees provides that people seeking asylum and refugees have the right to health services. However, pursuant to amendments introduced in 2021 to the ‘Code on Population Health and Healthcare System’ and the ‘Law on Compulsory Social Health Insurance’, people seeking asylum and refugees, as temporary residing foreigners, are not included within the compulsory health insurance system. Refugees only have the right to receive a “minimum” volume of medical care (which mainly includes ambulance, primary health care, chronic diseases, among others). This right was further decreased for people seeking asylum, who have the right to receive a guaranteed volume of free medical care only for diseases that pose a danger to others. All other medical services, including medical consultations and diagnostics, provided by the State within the framework of the health insurance scheme, are only accessible on a paid basis for non-participants, which most refugees and people seeking asylum are not able to afford.

In February 2014, the Law on Special Social Services was amended such that foreign survivors of trafficking are entitled to state-funded special social services including health care, as well as social, psychological, educational, employment, cultural, economic, and legal support.
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According to the Kazakh Constitution, migrants are guaranteed access to preschool, and primary and secondary education in public institutions. In September 2010, the Ministry of Education and Science issued an order “On the Rules for Education of Foreigners and Stateless Persons in the Republic of Kazakhstan” which upholds the right to education of migrant children. Further, the main law governing the provision of education is the Education Law 2007. This Law is based on the principle of equal rights of all to obtain a quality education; accessibility of education of all levels for the population; and continuity of the process of education. However, children of seasonal and cross-border migrant workers, and all those who are in, or whose parents are in an irregular situation are excluded. Where parents lack proper documents, children may not be registered locally, which can result in them either not being allowed to be enrolled in school, or not receiving diplomas upon completion. Further, school principals often will not accept migrant children because they do not have an IIN number, even though this is not required by law.

Articles 8 and 9 of the 2009 Law on Refugees state that people seeking asylum and refugees have the right to freedom of employment and entrepreneurship in accordance with the legislation of the Republic of Kazakhstan. Similarly, the Labour Code and relevant by-laws provide for the right to employment for refugees registered with the Government. However, the temporary nature of the status provided to refugees (up to one year) tends to preclude refugees from finding steady employment in practice, as employers are reluctant to hire refugees due to lack of certainty about the extension of their refugee status. As a result, most refugees in Kazakhstan work in the informal economy. This is even more acute for people seeking asylum, whose certificates have a validity period of three months.

Although Kazakhstani legislation provides for the provision of free legal aid in criminal and administrative proceedings, in practice, NGOs provide legal assistance to migrant workers. Article 8 of the 2009 Law on Refugees gives people seeking asylum access to free interpretation/translation services; this right is exercised in practice though there are challenges in exercising interpretation in all geographical areas where people seeking asylum might need this assistance.

**Developments during COVID-19**

In May 2020, the government adopted a resolution that would allow through to 5 January 2021, the exit, without administrative penalties, of non-citizens with expired or expiring identification documents or permits (visas, registration cards, work or residence permits); this was subsequently extended to June 2021.

In June 2020 the government introduced a moratorium on new detention orders related to violations of migration legislation, and temporarily ceased deportation proceedings. The government announced that, over the period of emergency, documents that have expired or expired within a specified period are recognized as valid. The period of authorised stay for foreigners was
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extended. As of November 2020, following these measures, the legal status of 146,970 foreigners were regulated, and 149,217 foreigners freely left Kazakhstan.\(^{542}\)

Refugees and people seeking asylum in Kazakhstan have been offered COVID-19 vaccination.

\(^{542}\) Government of Kazakhstan, *Overview of the National Progress of Implementation of the Global Compact on Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration*
TAJIKISTAN
TAJIKISTAN

Basic Demographics

As a ratified party to the 1951 Refugee Convention and its 1967 Protocol, Tajikistan has a domestic legal framework for asylum and has been hosting refugees and people seeking asylum from neighbouring countries. The vast majority of refugees in Tajikistan are from Afghanistan.\(^{543}\) Tajikistan also is a home to a large number of stateless people, the majority of whom are former citizens of the Soviet Union.\(^{544}\)

As of February 2022, a total of 18,679 UNHCR persons of concern, including refugees, people seeking asylum, and stateless persons were residing in Tajikistan.\(^{545}\) This includes 7,929 refugees, 2,697 new arrivals seeking asylum but not yet registered with the government, 3,027 people seeking asylum and 5,026 stateless persons (of which 834 are officially registered with the government as stateless persons).\(^{546}\)

Tajikistan is primarily a sending country for migrants. Migrants with irregular status are not a significant population in the country.

Who is at Risk of Immigration Detention?

The 1998 Criminal Code of Tajikistan penalises the crossing of the state border without valid travel documents.\(^{547}\) This means any non-citizen entering the country without a permit is subjected to arrest and detention. However, the same law specifically notes that the sanction does not apply to those crossing the border to apply for asylum.

The 2014 Law of the Republic of Tajikistan on Refugees states that persons who enter Tajikistan without a permit but who claim asylum can be detained at the border entry points. The National Security Body of the Republic of Tajikistan must inform relevant departments of the internal affairs body within 72 hours of detaining people seeking asylum as well as complying with the principle of non-refoulement.\(^{548}\)

The definition of a refugee presented in the 1951 Refugee Convention is reflected in Tajikistan’s legal definition of refugee.\(^{549}\) However, contrary to international refugee law, the Government of Tajikistan has implemented into domestic law a basis for refusal of granting asylum and/or refugee status to persons who, prior to arrival to Tajikistan, transited through any of the following states: Republic of Uzbekistan, Republic of Kyrgyzstan, Republic of Kazakhstan, Russian Federation, Republic of Belarus, Turkmenistan, People’s Republic of China, Islamic State of Afghanistan, Islamic
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Republic of Iran, and Islamic Republic of Pakistan. As this list includes all states that border Tajikistan, this could be interpreted as non-compliance with the principle of non-refoulement.

Who is Detained in Practice?

The detention of people seeking asylum is reportedly very rare in Tajikistan. Persons who enter Tajikistan without valid documents but state that they are seeking asylum are exempt from the punishments stipulated for irregular entry/stay in the state, as per Article 6(4) of the 2014 Refugee Law. Tajik authorities do not release statistics on the number of non-nationals held in detention facilities.

Tajikistan is part of the 2002 Chisinau Agreement on the Return of Minor Children to Their Country of Origin and keeps unaccompanied migrant children in residential childcare institutions before returning the children to their home country. Civil society organisations have expressed concern about the 2002 Chisinau Agreement, particularly its reliance on placing children in “specialised institutions,” which it defines as “institutions that provide temporary detention and placement for minors who have committed offences or are left without care, in accordance with national legislation.”

Immigration Detention Infrastructure

There are no detention facilities or camps specifically for people seeking asylum, refugees or migrants with irregular status in Tajikistan. However, this may change in the coming years following the reports in September 2021 that the European Union Interior Ministers had discussed the idea of building immigration detention facilities in a number of Central Asian countries, including Tajikistan, in an attempt to decrease the number of people seeking political asylum within the EU. Also in September 2021, the EU drafted a proposal for countries neighbouring Afghanistan to open these immigration detention facilities, with the EU proposing to pay 600 million EUR for the upkeep of the facilities.

Currently the juvenile reception centre in Dushanbe detains migrant children. This centre, while not being specifically called a detention centre, is run by the Juvenile Delinquency Prevention Service under the Ministry of Internal Affairs and has windows with iron bars and the staff members wear a police uniform.
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Alternatives to Immigration Detention

Tajikistan does not appear to use detention extensively in practice and the law of Tajikistan does not specifically provide for ATD. The 2014 Law on Refugees states that people seeking asylum and their family members whose asylum cases are under consideration have the right to reside in the community which can be interpreted as alternative living arrangements. The place of residence can include temporary accommodation determined by the internal affairs body or with the family of a Tajik citizen or the family of a foreign citizen or stateless person permanently residing in Tajikistan.559

The Amnesty Law, which came into effect on 7 January 2020, allows non-citizens who have entered Tajikistan before the end of 2016 and who are living in the country with irregular status to regularise their stay and obtain a residence permit. After three years of holding a residence permit, it is also possible to apply for Tajik citizenship under this new law. The Tajik government estimates that around 20,000 people, the majority from the stateless population in Tajikistan, would be able to obtain legal status under the Law. By obtaining a legal status, the stateless persons will no longer be subjected to immigration penalties, which include fines and imprisonment.560

Access to Rights and Services

Refugees and people seeking asylum have access to education, work and health services as specified in the 2014 Law on Refugees.561 However the government continues to enforce a regulation banning them from residing in major urban cities including the capital city of Dushanbe; in practice, this restricts their access to employment, healthcare and education.562 The healthcare system within the country is very poor and most specialised healthcare assistance is available only in Dushanbe. Access to these health services is hindered by the restriction on the place of residence for refugees and people seeking asylum.563

There is no free legal assistance and interpretation service provided by the government for refugees and people seeking asylum. UNHCR supports refugees and people seeking asylum who are facing legal issues through their local legal assistance partner, and a local NGO is reportedly providing free legal advice and assistance if needed. Interviews of people seeking asylum are conducted in Tajik language which is understood by Afghan Dari speakers. However, written statements of the interview, which the people seeking asylum are requested to sign, are written in Tajik Cyrillic alphabet.565

There is no publicly available information on if and to what extent migrants have irregular status have access to rights and services.

559 Law of the Republic of Tajikistan on Refugees 2014, Article 10
560 UNHCR, UNHCR welcomes Tajikistan’s new law tackling statelessness, Jan 2020
561 See Article 10 for people seeking asylum and article 12 for recognised refugees
562 US Department of State, Tajikistan 2020 Human Rights Report, 2021
563 UNHCR, Lives in limbo: A review of the implementation of UNHCR’s urban refugee policy in Tajikistan, May 2011
564 US Department of State, Tajikistan 2020 Human Rights Report, 2021
Developments during COVID-19
Reports on Tajikistan’s treatment of migrants during the Covid-19 pandemic have focused on the repatriation of Tajik citizens from other countries as Tajikistan is primarily a sending country for migrants. No other information is publicly available.
AUSTRALIA
AUSTRALIA

Basic Demographics

As of February 2022, there were an estimated 107,784 people seeking asylum and 'complementary protection' in Australia. The main countries of origin of people lodging protection visas in Australia are China, Malaysia, Vanuatu, India, Tonga, Thailand and Vietnam, while persons who had arrived by boat prior to 2014 originated primarily from Iran, Afghanistan, Sri Lanka, Pakistan, Iraq, Sudan, and Somalia. As of 30 June 2021, there are an estimated 73,100 migrants with irregular status in Australia.

Who is at Risk of Immigration Detention?

Australia operates one of the harshest immigration detention regimes in the world. Under Australian law, all non-citizens who are in Australia without a valid visa are required to be detained. This means that people who arrive without a valid visa, or who arrive with a visa that subsequently expires or is cancelled, will be subject to mandatory immigration detention. Temporary or permanent visas can be cancelled on the basis of a person’s ‘character’, resulting in the mandatory detention of that person before they are removed from Australia. This places people
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566 This estimated number comprises, as of 28 February 2022: (i) 94,358 people seeking international protection in Australia who arrived in the country with a valid visa (generally by plane), consisting of 28,820 people awaiting a permanent protection visa (subclass 866) decision either before or after merits review, as well as an additional 65,538 people who have had their claims rejected either before or after merits review and who are likely to be at judicial review, seeking ministerial intervention, or in some kind of holding pattern where they cannot return home, but have been found not to be refugees; (ii) 12,042 people seeking international protection who arrived by boat before 2014 and who are part of the so-called 'IMA Legacy Caseload', consisting of 2,409 persons whose claims are being determined or reviewed, as well as a further 9,633 persons who had their claims twice rejected, but may be at judicial review or Ministerial intervention stages; (iii) approximately 1,384 people still living under Australia’s offshore processing regime. Data sources for this information can be found at the Australian Department of Home Affairs’ (DHA) website: Visa Statistics for the Humanitarian Program, as well as data provided from the Refugee Council of Australia (RCOA), Closure of Park Hotel Detention Welcome But More Refugees Need Freedom, 7 Apr 2022

567 Complementary protection is protection for persons who do not meet the definition of a refugee in the Migration Act 1957, but for whom there are substantial grounds for believing that there is a real risk they will suffer ‘significant harm’ if returned to their home country. See DHA, Refugee and Humanitarian Program: Australia’s Protection Obligations, 21 Aug 2020

568 DHA, Visa Statistics: Monthly Update: Onshore Protection (Subclass 866) Visa Processing, Feb 2022

569 DHA, IMA Legacy Caseload: Report on Processing Status and Outcomes, Feb 2022

570 The Australian government uses the term “Unlawful Non-Citizen”, defined in the Migration Act as a non-citizen who is in the migration zone who is not a lawful non-citizen, meaning that they do not hold a visa that is in effect. For more information see DHA, The Administration of the Immigration and Citizenship Programs, Feb 2022. In 2017, according to data released by the Australian government, more than 64,000 people had overstayed work and tourist visas, with as many as 12,000 residing in Australia for more than 20 years, the majority from Malaysia and China. See Tom McIlroy, More than 64,000 people overstaying visas in Australia, Sydney Morning Herald, 18 Jul 2017

571 Migration Act 1958, Section 189
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from refugee backgrounds at risk of indefinite or prolonged detention as they cannot return to their countries of origin.573

There are no time limits on the use of immigration detention; persons in detention must remain there until they are granted a visa, or they leave the country.574 Children are also at risk of indefinite immigration detention. While legislation provides that children should only be detained as a last resort,575 the determination of whether detention is a last resort is a decision of the government alone.

Who is Detained in Practice?

According to the Australian Department of Home Affairs, as of 31 December 2021, there were a total of 1,489 people in immigration detention, comprising 1,423 men, less than 65 women, and less than five children.576 Of these 1,489 people, 289 were detained upon arrival in Australia either by boat or plane, and 1,220 had been detained as a result of overstaying their visa or breaching conditions of their visa.577 The government has gradually phased out the detention of children in Australia’s onshore detention facilities; in the past, thousands of children were detained but in recent years, the number of detained children has significantly decreased. However, children and their families have been released from immigration detention into the community with increasingly limited support, often into situations of significant vulnerability.

Since August 2012, Australia has detained 4,183 people seeking asylum in offshore immigration detention centres in Nauru, Manus Island and other parts of Papua New Guinea (PNG).578 Transfers of people seeking asylum ceased in 2014 and as of 31 December 2021, there were 105 people living in the community in PNG, and 114 on Nauru.579

As of 28 February 2022, 998 people (401 from Nauru, 426 from PNG and 171 from Australia) have been resettled in the United States, pursuant to a 2016 bilateral agreement between Australia and the United States for up to 1,250 refugees under Australia’s offshore regional processing arrangements.580 In March 2022, the Australian and New Zealand governments announced that up to 450 refugees from Nauru or who are “temporarily in Australia under regional processing arrangements” will be resettled in New Zealand over the next three years, at the rate of 150 refugees per year.581 This resettlement arrangement was agreed more than nine years ago, but not taken up by the Australian government until March 2022.
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As of 2021, the average length of detention was nearly 700 days, with at least 50 people having been detained for more than eight years.\(^{582}\)

**Immigration Detention Infrastructure**

The Australian government categorises its onshore detention centres as either Immigration Detention Centres, Immigration Transit Accommodation (ITA), or Alternative Places of Detention (APODs).\(^{583}\) As of January 2022, there were seven immigration detention facilities in Australia, six of which were on the Australian mainland, and one on Christmas Island (which was shut in 2018, but subsequently in 2019).\(^{584}\) There are also a number of APODs in each state, including hospitals, aged-care facilities, mental health inpatient facilities, as well as hotel and apartment style accommodation.\(^{585}\)

Australia re-established “offshore processing” in 2012, detaining people seeking asylum who arrived by boat in Australia at detention centres in the Pacific Island nations of Nauru and PNG. However, in 2014, transfers of people seeking asylum to Nauru and PNG ceased, when Australia shifted the focus of its border enforcement strategy towards maritime interception and pushbacks. In 2021, the government announced that all processing activities in PNG would be permanently closed though “offshore processing” in Nauru has been maintained. Refugees and people seeking asylum remain in the community in PNG and Nauru in a precarious situation. Conditions in these offshore detention centres were widely denounced, including by UN human rights bodies, as cruel, inhumane and degrading.\(^{586}\)

In February 2019, the 1958 Migration Act was amended through the Migration Amendment (Urgent Medical Treatment) Bill (known as the “Medevac Bill”). This enabled refugees and people seeking asylum who were detained offshore to be brought to the mainland for medical treatment; this was ultimately repealed in December 2019. People brought the mainland were still considered to be detained, with the majority placed in APODs, including hotels guarded by private security guards.\(^{587}\) Medevac refugees and people seeking asylum have been progressively released from detention, though approximately 30 remain in detention as of March 2022.\(^{588}\)
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Alternatives to Immigration Detention

There are two main ways in which people otherwise subject to mandatory immigration detention can be released into the community; ‘community detention’ and Bridging Visas. These are possible through the exercise of personal discretion by the Minister for Immigration; the exercise of this discretion cannot be delegated and is non-compellable.

‘Community detention’, is a form of directed residence and is mostly used for families, unaccompanied children and other people in vulnerable situations. People in community detention cannot work, are subject to curfews and other supervision and reporting arrangements and have access to the Status Resolution Support Services programme (see below).

Bridging Visas grant the holder the ability to live in the community until their immigration status has been resolved. Bridging Visa conditions can vary, with some providing the right to work and study, and to access government-funded medical care or in some cases, access to the Status Resolution Support Services programme (see below).

Access to Rights and Services

The Status Resolution Support Services (SRSS) programme is funded by the Australian Department of Home Affairs but managed and implemented by private and NGO contractors. The SRSS programme provides temporary, needs-based financial support, access to transitional housing, and case management support. Financial support is valued at 89% of Australia’s lowest welfare payment rate, placing recipients below the poverty line.

People seeking asylum on the SRSS programme are sorted into bands depending on the amount of support that is needed, with persons in vulnerable situations placed in the higher bands, and this determines the level of casework support given. Although an important source of support previously, there has been a drastic reduction in access to the SRSS programme and the availability of support under the programme; this has led to people living in the community in situations of destitution and significant vulnerability.

Between February 2018 and March 2021, the number of people seeking international protection in Australia with access to SRSS fell from 13,259 to 2,774 alongside reductions in Federal Budget allocations for support to people seeking international protection in Australia. This trend continued through the pandemic.

The right to healthcare and the right to work are not universally provided for in the Migration Act 1958. To access public health services, migrants must have a valid temporary visa or a Ministerial Order, and the right to work depends on the visa that a person has.
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The right to free legal aid is also not provided for people seeking asylum in Australia. In 2014 the Australian government withdrew funding to those who had previously provided legal assistance for people seeking asylum.\textsuperscript{595} However, the Australian government does fund a free interpretation service.

\textbf{Developments during COVID-19}

The immigration detention population in Australia increased by nearly 12\% in the six months since the COVID-19 pandemic was declared in March 2020.\textsuperscript{596}

There were a number of releases from immigration detention during this time, although it is unclear whether these were for reasons related to the pandemic. In January 2021, a group of 65 people seeking asylum were released from APODs, many of whom had been detained for several years in Melbourne hotels.\textsuperscript{597} They were initially detained offshore before being brought to mainland Australia for urgent medical treatment.\textsuperscript{598} The Home Affairs Department stated that people released were granted “final departure bridging visas” which allowed them to live in the community rather than detention before they will be either resettled in the US, voluntarily repatriated, or returned to offshore detention.\textsuperscript{599} However, they have not been provided with any income assistance such as SRSS and many were in situations of destitution, relying on support from civil society.

In July 2021 Australian authorities stated that the COVID-19 vaccine would be available for all persons in immigration detention.\textsuperscript{600} However, reports indicate that the rate of vaccination has been much lower than for the general population.\textsuperscript{601}
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NEW ZEALAND
NEW ZEALAND

Basic Demographics

During 2021, 248 people claimed asylum within New Zealand, originating mostly from India, China, Sri Lanka, Myanmar, South Africa and Thailand. This represents a significant decrease in people seeking asylum from previous years due in large part to COVID-19 related border closures, with refugee recognition rates also decreasing both in total number and the percentage of claims approved in 2021.

The Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment has estimated that as of December 2017, there were between 13,422 and 14,367 migrants with irregular status in New Zealand, with most having held visitor visas. Migrants with irregular status came predominantly from Tonga (2498), Samoa (1549), China (1529), India (1310), Malaysia (790), Great Britain (589), with smaller numbers from Fiji, Tuvalu, South Korea and Thailand. Approximately 1,013 were children, while 11,578 were between the ages of 18-64.

Who is at Risk of Immigration Detention?

Anyone who is (a) denied entry into the country at an airport and awaiting deportation (b) not carrying proper identification documents (c) suspected of constituting a threat or risk to security; or (d) has breached residence and reporting requirements, is at risk of immigration detention.

Once a person’s visa has expired and they have overstayed, immigration policies do not provide a clear pathway for them to gain residence, placing them at risk of detention and deportation. They can, however, attempt to (a) apply for a visa as a special case (granted at the ‘absolute discretion’ of Immigration New Zealand) or (b) appeal to the Immigration and Protection Tribunal on humanitarian grounds. Foreign nationals who have false or fraudulent visas, or who have had their refugee status cancelled, or who are deemed a threat to security are also liable for detention and deportation. Initially, people suspected of violating immigration laws can be held (usually in a police station) for 96 hours without judicial review. After this time, immigration officers must apply
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for a “warrant of commitment” which must be extended by a judge every 28 days; there is however, no maximum time limit on detention.\(^{609}\)

Recognised refugees or protected persons are, except on national security, public order or safety grounds, exempt from these provisions, however people seeking asylum can be detained for future deportation while their asylum claims are being assessed. Once an allegation of trafficking is received, trafficking survivors are formally ‘certified’ by New Zealand police, enabling them to apply for a special visa category for trafficking survivors. Apart from this, specialist or vulnerability screening is not carried out as part of a determination as to whether detention should be used.

In 2013, New Zealand’s immigration laws were revised such that members of a mass arrival group, i.e., 30 or more people, can be detained for up to six months if an immigration officer successfully obtains a warrant from a District Court Judge.\(^{610}\) A warrant may be deemed necessary: (i) to effectively manage the mass arrival group; or (ii) to manage any threat or risk to security or to the public arising from, or that may arise from, one or more members of the mass arrival group; or (iii) to uphold the integrity or efficiency of the immigration system; or (iv) to avoid disrupting the efficient functioning of the District Court. New Zealand has never had any mass arrivals.

People seeking asylum arriving at the border who are not part of a “mass arrival group” can initially be held in police custody pending a risk assessment and court hearing. After the hearing, they are either detained at a prison if identity or security concerns are raised or conditionally released under ‘community detention’ to an approved address in their community or placed in the Mangere Refugee Resettlement Centre. In July 2021, the government commissioned an independent review into the use of detention for people seeking asylum.\(^{611}\)

**Who is Detained in Practice?**

New Zealand does not publish data on how many people are in immigration detention and there is limited information on who is detained in practice.

It is reported that most people seeking asylum in New Zealand are not detained at any stage. However, given laws still permit the detention of people seeking asylum, they remain at risk. New Zealand authorities detained an approximate 86 people seeking asylum between 2015 and 2020.\(^{612}\)

The law allows for children to be detained but there is no evidence to suggest they are in practice. The Department of Immigration Operational Manual states the detention of children should be a last resort.\(^{613}\) Similarly, the New Zealand government states during their draft to the UN Committee Against Torture that “the provisions relating to mass arrivals (set out in Immigration Amendment Act 2013) have never been applied.”\(^{614}\)
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Immigration Detention Infrastructure

New Zealand does not have a dedicated facility for immigration detention. Instead, people seeking asylum and migrants with irregular status who are liable for deportation are detained at police stations and prisons. The prisons used for detention facilities are largely run by the Department of Corrections. These prisons (Waikeria Prison, Arohata Prison for Women, and Mt. Eden Corrections Facility) do not offer specific facilities for detained migrants with irregular status. In 2009, the Parliament passed the Corrections (Contract Management of Prisons) Amendment Act, which allows private companies to manage prisons and detention centres in New Zealand. In 2010, the private security firm Serco was awarded a contract to operate the Mt. Eden Corrections Facility, which is used to hold non-nationals in administrative detention; this, however, was not renewed in 2015 following allegations of security and safety breaches; Serco, however, continues to operate Auckland South Correctional Facility.

Independent monitoring is conducted by the Ombudsman, who makes recommendations for improvements to conditions of detention and the treatment of detained persons. NGOs have access to visit people seeking asylum confined in prisons.

Alternatives to Immigration Detention

ATD are written into New Zealand's Immigration Act 2009 (Section 315). This includes conditional release, which is provided at the discretion of the immigration officer. People on conditional release are placed in 'community detention', where they have to meet certain conditions while their claims are assessed, e.g. required residence requirements, providing a guarantor, and attending interviews/required hearings with immigration authorities and/or reporting at specific locations at specific time intervals. They can stay with family or community members or at a hostel - such as the one run by the Asylum Seeker Support Trust (ASST) since 2006, which hosts people seeking asylum, as well as a smaller number of persons whose claims for refugee status have been rejected, but for whom the principle of non-refoulement still applies.

It is, however, up to the absolute discretion of the immigration officer as to whether to place a person in 'community detention', as well as to end any agreements made on residence and reporting requirements. Non-nationals can be arrested and detained if they violate any of the residence and reporting requirements. ATD are not applicable for 'mass arrivals'.

People seeking asylum under 'community detention' can be directed to reside at the Mangere Refugee Resettlement Centre. The centre is primarily intended to provide temporary accommodation for orientating refugees resettled to New Zealand. It is, however, also used by the New Zealand authorities as a form of 'open detention' for people seeking asylum who are officially classified as 'detainees'. While they can leave the centre, they must obtain permission to leave and they are given a time by which they must return and must sign in and out of the centre; they are usually permitted to leave only during the day, but are sometimes allowed to stay overnight.
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elsewhere, particularly on weekends. Any breach of the centre’s rules may be punishable by transfer to prison, though this is reportedly rare. Immigration New Zealand manages the centre, with the help of NGOs such as Refugees as Survivors New Zealand and the New Zealand Red Cross. The centre is designed to accommodate both adults and children, and it has a separate one-block section used specifically for women and children. Children are only accommodated with adults if they are with family members, and it is in their best interests.

**Access to Rights and Services**

Persons with irregular migration status are largely excluded from government-funded services and social welfare entitlements, as access to these are dependent on possession of a valid visa. While they have some access to medical services such as immunisations for children and treatment for certain notifiable illnesses such as tuberculosis and HIV, they must otherwise pay international rates for healthcare and have very limited access to publicly funded medications, maternity and dental services.

People seeking asylum are responsible for applying for and maintaining a valid visa once Immigration New Zealand sends them an acknowledgement of their lodged claim or they receive a notice of appeal from the Ministry of Justice. In practice, most people seeking asylum are granted work visas however a sizable minority are left without any form of temporary visa for all or a substantial part of the asylum process. This in turn has a significant impact on their entitlement to access government-funded services and social welfare entitlements, including emergency benefits and social housing. People seeking asylum in 'community detention' are not eligible for work visas, but may receive an allowance of NZD$225 per week from Immigration New Zealand. People seeking asylum that are granted a work visa are required to renew these visas until they have been approved for permanent residency, after which they will have the automatic right to work.

People seeking asylum should be informed of the right to legal assistance. They have access to free legal aid and free interpretation services, although there are challenges in practice in accessing quality and government-funded counsel and interpreters. However, people seeking asylum and migrants with irregular status applying for visas, including work visas, must do so at their own cost.
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All children between the age of six and 16 must attend school in New Zealand, regardless of their immigration status. Asylum-seeking children will generally be issued a student visa. There are, however, practical challenges in attending school, including costs (such as transport and uniform fees), English language competency and lack of interpreters at schools, lack of understanding of the refugee experience and cultural differences.\textsuperscript{628}

**Developments during COVID-19**

During the COVID-19 pandemic, the New Zealand government released all but one of the people seeking asylum in the Mount Eden Prison facility to the hostel run by ASST; all new arrivals of people seeking asylum who would have been subject to detention were also sent to the hostel.\textsuperscript{629}

The government also provided free public healthcare screening, vaccines, and treatment for COVID-19 to everyone in New Zealand regardless of their immigration status including migrants liable for deportation; a firewall was established between health and immigration services.\textsuperscript{630} In 2021, a special one-off residence visa was granted to everyone who was in New Zealand on a work visa and serving the country during the COVID pandemic.\textsuperscript{631}
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